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A bstract
Here we look at the existence of solution flows of stochastic differential equa­
tions on noncompact manifolds and the properties of the solutions in terms 
of the geometry and topology of the underlying manifold itself. We obtain 
some results on "strong p-completeness” given conditions on the derivative 
flow, and thus given suitable conditions on the coefficients of the stochastic 
differential equations. In particular a smooth flow of Brownian motion ex­
ists on submanifolds of R" whose second fundamental forms are bounded. 
Another class of results we obtain is on homotopy vanishing given strong 
moment stability. We also have results on obstructions to moment stability 
by cohomology. Also we obtain formulae for d(ei'^h<t>) for differential form <p 
in terms of a martingale and the form itself, not just its derivative, extending 
Bismut’s formula.
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Chapter 1
Introduction and preliminaries
1.1 Introduction
Let {SI, T . Tt, P } be a filtered probability spare satisfying the usual condi­
tions including right continuity. Let M  be a n dimensional smooth manifold. 
Consider the following stochastic differential equatioufs.d.e.) on M\
dxt =  X (x ,)  o (ID, 4- A(xt)dt. (1.1)
Here D, is a R'" valued Brownian motional-adapted), X  is C 2 from R"‘ x M 
to the tangent bundle TM  with X {x): R"‘ —» TrM  a linear map for each x 
in M, and A is a C* vector field on M ■
By o we mean the Stratonovich integral.
Let u be a random variable independent of T». Denote by Ft(u) the 
solution starting from u, with i(n ) the explosion time. By a solution we 
mean a maximal solution which is sample continuous unless otherwise stated. 
Under our assumptions on coefficients the solution to equation 1 .1  is unique 
in the sense of that, if (z|,() and (;/i, '/) are two solutions with same initial 
point, then they are versions of one another, i.e. (  =  »/ almostly surely, and
xt =  s/t almostly surely for all t on t <
Furthermore the solutions to the stochastic differential equation (1 .1 ) are 
diffusion processes, i.e. {F ,(x ),t  >  0} is a path continuous strong Markov 
process for each x. In fact most of the interesting diffusions ran be given 
in this way. The importance of a diffusion process is largely related to its 
semigroup P, (given by P ,f(x )  =  E f(F t(x ))x t<t{z)), and the corresponding 
infinitesimal generator A  (which we discuss in detail in chapter 4), or to the 
consideration of ( 1 .1 ) as a random perturbation of the dynamical system 
given by the vector field A.
The pair ((.Y, A ), (B t, t )), often simplified as (A', A ), is called a stochastic 
dynamical system, (s.d.s.).
The thesis contains two themes. The first considers fundamental problems 
of stochastic differential equations: completeness and strong completeness. 
The main theme of the second part is to relate geometrical and topological 
properties of manifolds to the diffusion processes on it. The first furnishes a 
start for the second. And both make good use of the fact that integrability 
conditions on the derivative flows give very strong conditions on the manifolds 
as well as on the diffusion themselves. We have nonexplosion, strong p- 
completeuess results, liomotopy and cohomology vanishing results assuming 
this type of condition.
As we shall see properties of diffusions are directly related to those of the 
manifolds. An immediate demonstration of the connection between diffusion 
processes and geometry is given by the well known fart: the nonexplosion 
of a Brownian motion (which exists naturally on a Riemannian manifold) is 
equivalent to the uniqueness of solutions of the heat equations, which relates 
to the behaviour at infinity of the associated probability semigroup as shown 
in chapter 4.
Before going into detail, we would also like to point out that the existence
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of a continuous flow is of basic importance in the study of ergodic properties.
The first three chapters of the thesis are preliminary. Of these chapter 1 
is to establish notation and contains quoted results, chapter 2 and chapter 
3 deal with results which are essentially known (especially in special cases) 
but not found anywhere in suitable form. Much of the treatment in chap­
ter 2. in which we discuss carefully the Bismut-Witten Laplacian and 
its associated semigroups, was arrived at together with D. Elworthy and S. 
Rosenberg. In chapter 3 we look at the invariant measure for an h-Browuian 
motion and its ergodic properties.
Inspired by the idea of uniform rovers, we introduce the weak uniform 
cover method in chapter 4, which allows us to look at many different problems 
from the same point of view including the explosion problem, the behaviour 
at infinity of diffusion processes and probability semigroups, along with the 
geometry of tin- underlying manifold at infinity. As an example we conclude 
that linear growth gives the Co property and have a result on the nouexplo- 
sion of s.d.e. on an open set of /?". The results on nonexplosion are used in 
chapter 5 to obtain strong completeness.
In chapter 5, the concept of strong p-completeness is introduced due to 
the complexity of strong completeness. A stochastic differential equation is 
said to be strongly p-complete if it has a version which is smooth on any 
given smooth singular p-simplex. It is called strongly complete if there is a 
smooth flow of the solution on the whole manifold. We start with a theorem 
on strong 1-coinpleteness which is applied to get <iPtf  = b P, (tlf) in chapter 
C. Here bPt(<lf) =  Edf(TFi\t<(). and TF, is the derivative flowfc.f. section
1.2). Strong 1-completeness is needed in chapter 7 to get homotopy vanishing 
results anil is also used in chapter 8. Later we give a theorem on strong 
p-completeness, in particular the existence of a continuous flow and flows 
of diffeomorphisins. Strong p-completeness leads naturally to cohomology
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vanishing given strong moment stability (see page 118). These theorems 
are originally given in terms of iutegrability conditions on TFt, but those 
conditions can also be checked in terms of the bounds on the coefficients 
of the stochastic differential equations. See section 5.3. In particular, as a 
simple example, there is a smooth flow of Brownian motions on a submanifold 
of R" whose second fundamental form is bounded.
In rhapter 6, we look at the probability semigroup for 1-forms, the heat 
semigroup for 1 -forms, and the differentiation of the probability semigroups 
for functions and ask a basic and yet important question: does dP,f equals 
bP,(df)'l This question is answered from different approaches, but all require 
conditions on TFt. We use this knowledge of the semigroups extensively in 
the next two chapters. Following from the discussions, we get a result on 
the Lp boundedness and contractivity of heat semigroups for forms. As a 
corollary, we give a cohomology vanishing result.
Proceeding to chapter 7, the interplay between diffusion processes and ge­
ometric and topology properties of the underlying manifold becomes clearer. 
The main theorems here are on the vanishing of the first, homotopy group 
7T| (A /) given conditions on the regularity of the diffusions and strong mo­
ment, stability, i.e. the supremum over a compact set of the p,h norm of the 
derivative flow decays exponentially fast. In particular we conclude that a 
certain class of manifold cannot have a strongly moment stable s.d.s. if its 
fundamental group is not trivial. Wo also look briefly at the vanishing of 
harmonic 1 -forms and cohomology vanishing.
Finally in chapter 8, we get a formula for d(Ptf )  for elliptic systems in 
terms of f ( x t) and a martingale, extending the formula given in [26], We 
also obtain a similar type of formula for q forms. In particular we have an 
explicit formula for the gradient of the logarit hm of the heat kernel extending 
Bismut’s formula.
8
Bibliographical notes are scattered in every chapter. But we would like 
to refer to [31] and [27] for general references. See also [45].
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1.2 Probabilistic set-up
Brownian motions and Brownian systems
A path continuous strong Markov process on a Riemannian manifold is called 
a Brownian motion (BM) if its generator is t A , where A  denotes the Laplace- 
Beltrami operator. It is called a Brownian motion with drift Z  if its generator 
is j A  +  Z. Here Z  is a C°° smooth vector field on M. The drift Z  is called 
a gradient drift if Z  =  Vh for some function h : M  —* R. We will always 
assume h is C°° smooth for simplicity. But in many cases we only need it to 
he C 2.
A stochastic dynamical system (X ,A )  is called a Brownian system (with 
drift Z ) if its solution is a Brownian motion (with drift Z ). Ecpiivalently 
X (x )  : R"‘ —* Tt M  is an orthogonal projection for each x 6 M . i.e. X "X  =
Id and Z  =  A x  = : A + ±traceV.Y(.Y(-))(-)-
In the text, we often use h-Brownian system for a Brownian system with 
drift V/i, and h-Brownian motion for a Brownian motion with drift Y/i.
Gradient Brownian flow
Let f  : M  —* R"‘ 1><- an isometric immersion. Define A '(x) : R"‘ —* TXM  as 
follows:
,Y(x)(e) =  V  < /(• ) , r > ( x ) ,  c € I?’".
A stochastic dynamical system (.Y, A) with X  so defined is called a gradient 
Brownian system (with drift). When A =  0, its solution flow is called a 
gradient Brownian flow. It is called a h-gradient. Brownian system if A = V/i. 
For such a system, we can always choose, for each x € M , an orthonormal 
basis (o.n.b.) { e j , . . . ,  e,„) of Rm, such that for all v 6 TXM  and i =  1 , . . . ,  m. 
either
V.Y(i»)(f() = 0
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or
A'(* ) (* )  =  0.
Here V.V( — )(f|) denotes for the covariant derivative of X (e ,). In particular 
we have
in
£ V X ‘ (X ’ ) =  0. (1.2)
1 =  1
Here X*(x) =  X(j?)(e,). See [31] or [25] for the proof.
The derivative flow
Let M ,(x) =  {u> : t < £(x,u;)}. Denote by TFt the solution flow to the 
following covariant stochastic differential equation:
Dv, =  V .Y (r,) o ,IB, +  VA(v,)dt. (1.3)
It is in fart the derivative of F, in measure in the following sense as shown 
in [31]: let f  : M  —* R he a C 1 map and <r: [0, 1 ] —> M  a smooth curve with 
<t(0) = x. and <r(0) = t>. Then for any fi >  0:
lim P { uj € A//(.r) : |r—*0
nF ,(rr(r)) -  f (F ,(x ))  
r
df(TF,(v))\ > A} = 0 .
By convention /(F|(<r(r)), w) =  0 if u  & A/»(<r(r)). Let x0 € M, and let 
•’(i € Tr„M . We write .r, =  fr,,(J'o)i t>, = TF|(»’0) for simplicity. Clearly TF. is 
a solution to the stochastic differential equation on the tangent bundle TM  
corresponding to equation 1.3. Furthermore it has the same explosion time 
as x. according to [26]. In a trivialisation we may not distinguish between 
the derivative flow and its principal part, if there is no confusion caused.
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Ito formula for forms
First, we recall Ito formula for one forms from [26]: Let T he a stopping 
time with T < £, then
4>(v, at) =  <t>(v0) + C T V<f>(X(x.)dB.)(vt )
+ C T 4> (V X (v.)d B .) +  / 0,AT U (V .)  ds.
Here C is the differential operator on 1-forms associated with a s.d.s. 
(-Y, A) defined as follows (for Levi-Civita connection):
(C<t>)T(v ) =  itraceV2<£(.Y(x)(-),.Y(z)(-))(v)
+\<H traced  -Y(x)(.), t>)JY(x)(.)) (1.5)
+ Lax +  traeeV*(X(x)(-))VJY(v)(.).
If  ^A  +  Lz and <f> is closed, then as shown in [26]:
C<t> = g A* +  Lz.
For higher order forms, there is a similar formula from [26]; we quote here 
the formula for gradient systems. But first we need some notation (see [1]):
Let A lie a linear map from a vector space E to E. We define (dA)qA from 
E x . . . x E  to E x . . . x E s m  follows:
(rfA)M (w'....... «*) =  £ > • ........Av1.........e’ ).
j= i
Let v0 =  ( « ¿ , . .. ,eg), where v‘0 6 TX„M . Denote by v, the </ vector induced 
by T F,\
v, =  (TFl(v'0),T F l(v * ),...,T F ,(v  ’ )).
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Here is ltd formula for gradient Brownian systems for q forms as given
M om ent exponents: For p 6 /?, K  C M  compact, we have moment 
exponents Pk (]>)'•
We will say a flow is moment stable, if pr( 1 ) < 0 for each x, and strongly 
moment stable if p /, (1) < 0 for each compact set K . It is called strongly
sious on various exponents and related problems, see Arnold[2], Baxendale 
and Stroock [7], Carverhill, Chappel and Elworthy [1 1 ], Cliappel[12], and 
Elworthy [26] [25].
Invariant m easure: A rr-fiiiit.«* measure m on M is called an invariant 
measure for F , if the following holds for all t > 0 and L1 functions / :
Som e notation: Let dx be the Riemannian volume element on M. Then 
M  is said to have finite volume if Vol(A/) = f Mdx <  oo. Similarly M  is
in [26]:
</-(•’.) =  tHv0) +  /„' Vtl>(X(x.)dB.)(v.)
+ /o‘ 4’ ((d \ )"(V X (-)(d B .)(v .)) +  /„' 1 A h*W )(v.)ds.
(l.C)
anti point moment exponents pr(p):
I‘ AP) = ,li»> 7 1«K E\TZF,\P.
t —*oo f
¡i11'-moment stable if /*/, (/<) < 0 for each compact subset K  of M . For discus-
said to have finite h-volume if h-Vol(M) = f M ehdr < oo. e.g. ft" has finite 
volume for r" the Gaussian density given by h(x) = — ||x|'i .
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1.3 Unbounded operators on Hilbert space
Let Ti. lie a Hilbert space. Au operator T on H is a linear map from a 
subspace of T~t to 7i. The subspace is called its domain, which we denote by 
D(T).  We also denote by ker(T) the kernel of T, and Irn(T) ( or Ran(T)) 
the image of T in 'H. A closed operator T  is an operator with its graph 
r(!T) = {(<£, T<f>) : d> 6 D{T)}  a closed subspace of 7i x H. An operator 5 
is called an extension of T if T(5) D T(T), i.e. D(S) D D(T)  and S — T 
on D(T).  If T has a closed extension, it is closable. In this case the smallest 
extension of it is called its closure, which we denote as T.
Proposition  1.3.1 [59][p.250], If T is closable, T(T) =  V(T), i.e. D(T)  
contains precisely those <p such that: there exist {<t>„ } C D (T ) with <j>„ —* <j> 
in H and T<j>„ —» r/, in 7i, some r/ 6 H (and then Ttj> =  r}).
An interesting class of operators are operators with dense domain, railed 
densely defined operators. Let T be such an operator, there is a well defined 
adjoint operator T" defined by:
D(T")  =  [<t> 6 H  :<  T\l>,<t> > = <  > , some r; g H , all ij< 6 D(T)).
For such <t> an<l r/ we set: T ’ <t> =  r/.
Notice that if S C T , then T‘  D S’ . If T C T ’ , T is called a symmetric 
operator. There are also the following properties of adjoint operators:
Theorem  1.3.2 [59][p.252], Assume D(T)  is dense in 7i ,  then:
1. T ’  is closed, and T”  is symmetric.
2. T is closable if and only if D( T ’ ) is dense, in which case T — T " .
.V. If T is closable , then (T) ’  =  T ’ .
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A symmetric operator is self-adjoint if T =  T '. It is essentially self- 
adjont if its closure is self-adjoint, equivalently if it has only one self-adjoint 
extension.
Here is another test for essential self-adjoiutness:
T heorem  1.3.3 [59] [p.257]. Let T be a symmetric operator on a Hilbert 
space. Then the following are equivalent:
1. T is essentially self-adjoint.
2. ker(T' ±  *) =  {0 }.
!). Ran(T ±  i) are dense.
The Friedrichs extension: Let T he a positive symmetric operator. Let e 
be its quadratic form (bilinear form) defined as follows:
='■< >, for & D(T).
Let \<j>\[ =  |^|2 +  e(<i>. <t>). A quadratic form is closed if { <j>„} is a sequence 
in D(T)  with limn—«  <t>n =  <t> and lim „^(x£(<f>„, <t>m) =  0, then it follows 
<j> € D(T)  and <P„ converges to <t> in | |, norm. The closure of e is the least 
extension of £ which is closed. The closure of e is in fact the quadratic form 
of a unique self adjoint operator T. which is a positive extension of T and is 
called the Friedrichs extension of T.
T heorem  1.3.4 (Von Neumann theorem)[69] Let T he a closed densely de­
fined operator, then T 'T  and T T ‘  are self-adjoint.
Furthermore, If T is symmetric and T 2 is densely defined, then T'T  is 
the Friedrichs extension of T 2. See [59] [p. 181]
Given operators 5  and T , we may define new operators S -F T, and ST. 
For this, 5  + T is defined on D(S)  O D(T),  on which (5  + T)<t> = : S<t> + T<j>, 
while D(ST)  =  {<t>: <t> € D(T),  T<t> € D (S )}, and (ST)<t> = : S(T(t>).
1G
Let A be a self-adjoint operator on 'H. Then there is a unique map 4> from  
the bounded Borel functions on R into L(7i) so that
1. 4> is an algebraic * -homomorphism.
2. <t> is norm continuous, that is, ||0 (ft)l|z.(W) ^  ||MI<x>-
2. Let {/»,,} be a sequence of bounded Borel functions with lini,,—ao h„(x)  
converging to x for each x and |/tn(x)| <  |x| for all x and n. Then, for  
any 0  € D(A),  lim „_ «  4>(hn)xl> =  Alt’ .
4- If h„(x) —► h(x) pointwise and if the sequence 11||oc> *» bounded, then 
4>(h„) —> 4>(h) strongly.
5. I f Ail' =  A0 , 0 (/i)0  =  h(X)%l>.
6. If h >  0. then d>(h) > 0.
T heorem  1.3.5 (spectral theorem -functional calculus form ) [59]
1.4 Semigroups and Generators
D efinition 1.4.1 A family of operators {71} on a Banach space (.V, | • |) is 
called a one parameter semigroup (o f class Co) if they satisfy the following: 
(not to be confused with the Co semigroup later in chapter 4-)
1. T,+. =  T,T..t > 0, s >  0.
2. To =  / .
.V. For each to > 0, /  € -V,
lim |71/ -  r ,0/| =  0.0
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For such a semigroup, all Tt are bounded operators with |Ti| < M e0', for 
0 <  t <  oo and some constants M  >  0, /? < oo.
The third condition in the definition is equivalent to each of the following 
if T, satisfies th«1 semigroup property (1) and (2) in the definition above:[17], 
[59]
1. It is weakly continuous at 0: w — lim,_o Ttf  =  f ,  each /  G X . i.e. for 
any <f> G -V', the dual spare, lim(_o 4>(Ttf )  =  <t>(f).
2. The map (t, / )  t—* T ,f  from [0, oo) X  X  —> X  is jointly continuous.
Denote by D(A)  =  { /  : lim«—o T|^ ~  ^ exists}. Let A f  =  lim(_.0 /|{~^, if 
/  G D(A) .  The operator A  on .Y is called the infinitesimal generator, which 
enjoys the following properties:
T h eorem  1.4.1 [17] Let Tt be a semigroup of class Co, A  its generator. 
Then the following hold:
1. The operator A  is closed and densely defined.
2. T , [D (A )} c  D(A) .
.V. / /  /  G D(A),  Ttf is continuously differentiable on [0, oo) and satisfies:
-  A(T,f) -  Tt(Af).
Furthermore if a function g : [0, a] —* Dom(A) satisifies
for all t G [0, a], then g„ =  Tag0.
D efinition 1.4.2 A contraction semigroup is a semigroup of class Co with 
|T)| <  1 for all t > 0.
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Let 1 < po, p ], q0< </i < oo. Let T be a linear operator from  L''° D L ''1 to 
Lq° + Lqi which satisfies:
\Tf\qi <  M.|/U
/or  a// /  and i =  1,2. Let 0 <  t <  1 awf define p, q by:
1 _  t_ 1 -  t
V P\ Po
1 _  t_ 1 - t
<1 9i 9o
Then \T,f\q < (M ,) ' • (M0) ' - ‘ |/|P /or  a// /  € Lp° 0  LPl.
In particular if T is a bounded operator both on Li and L^: then T 
extends to a operator on L,„ for 2 < p < oo. Furthermore if T is both an Li 
an<l L^ contraction, it is an Lp contraction for all such p (restricting to Ll 
functions).
Finally we quote the following theorem on dual semigroups from [17]:
Theorem  1.4.3 [17] If A  is a generator o f a one parameter semigroup Pt 
on a reflexive Banach space. X , then P," is a one. parameter semigroup on X" 
with generator A ' .
1.5 Differential forms
Let M  be a Ricinauui&n manifold with Levi-Civita connection V and a pos­
itive measure p given by e"^T^ dx, for a smooth function h on A/, where 
r/.r denotes the volume element determined by the metric. Denote by A1' 
the space of differentiable p forms. Let <f> be a p-form; there is an element 
t!>*(s) £ AvTrM  such that for any i  € M , and v 6 hvTI M, 4>(x)(v) =
< <t>*, v > ,. For two p-fortns <{> and 0 , we define:
< <t>, > * = <  >*1
Theorem  1.4.2 (T he R eisz-T horin  interpolation theorem ) [18]
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< 4>,il> > =  /  < <j>, tl> > x eh^ d x .
Jm
Let L2(Ap,fi) be the completion of {<t> £ Ap : \4>\2 —< <t>, <t> > <  o c }, 
and L2(A)  =  ©  L2(AP), where ©  denotes direct sums. Then L2( A ) is a 
Hilbert space with the inner product defined above (forms of different order 
aie considered orthogonal). Those forms in L2 are called L2 forms. Let 
Cf^(Ap) be the spare of smooth p forms with compact support, and Cft the 
spare of smooth functions with compact support. There is the usual exterior 
differential operator <1 on with adjoint tih, here 6h is the formal adjoint 
of <l for p:
d : C%(A’ ) ^
f>h : C%(AP) — C%(Ap- ' ) .
Denote by </' the adjoint o f </ in L2(AP, p) and A* the L2 a<ljoint of operator 
S, so that d‘ =  hh. {6h)’  = d when restricted to C Notice that CJ? is dense 
in L2. so all the operators concerned have dense domain.
Denote by (ApTt M )’  the dual spare of the antisymmetric tensor tangent 
bundle of order p on /? '. Let (AX ,A /)’  = © (A P7VA/)’ . For each c 6 Tr M, 
there is the annihilation operator i, : (AP+,7VA/)* —» (AP7VA/)" given by:
»r(^)(Vl....... Up) =  ^ (pl,U|,...,Up).
Here we have identified (/\PT ,M )’  with antisymmetric multilinear forms.
Let Y  be a vector field on A/ with Si the corresponding solution How. 
There is the interior product of <p by Y  given by:
iV 4(v i,...,V p_i) =  <*>(V'(.r),D|,... ,!>p_,)
for r, € TrM . If V is a 1 -form, we write iytj> for Here ft denotes the
adjoint. There is also the Lie derivative Ly of <A in direction 1':
LyM  u ,,...,U p) =  ^ ( T S , ( v  i ) ....... r5/(up))|,.0-
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Here v, 6 TZM.  They are related by the following formula [1]:
LY<t> — d(iy<t>) +  iy(dtt>).
Take an orthonormal basis e j , . . .  ,e„ of TtM,  the formal adjoint A of the 
exterior differential operator on Ll(M,dx)  is given by:
For a function /  on M ,
= f 4^> — '?/<£•
Also for ii> € D(A), ip 6 C * ,
j  < dtp, ip > t h dx =  y  < <p,P(ehtl>) > dx =  j  <  — »vatA > t!1 dx.
Thus Ah =  A — «V/i- Similar arguments show that: fih =  e~hf)eh and
6h(f<P) =  ff>h<l>-ivt(P. (1.7)
Let A  be the Hodge-Laplace, operator on forms defined as:
A  =  - (d + A ) 2,
and A '1 the Bixmut- Witten Laplacian defined by:
A '1 =  - ( d +  f>h)i .
Clearly A (l = A  + 2Lm,. The restricted operators on »/ forms are denote by 
A q and A hq respectively. If q =  0, we simply write A  and A*1.
D ivergence theorem  Let Y  be a vector field. Define the divergence of Y  
to be: divV = traceVK. It is the formal adjoint of — V on LJ(M,dx).  The 
h-divergence of Y  is given by:
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divhY  = e -hdiv(e',y ). (1.8)
This is the formal adjoint of —V  in L2(M ,e hdx):
j  f (dWhY)eh dx =  — J  < Y , V f  >  eh dx.
The divergence theorem holds for h-divergences, i.e. let U be a precompact 
open set in M  with piecewise smooth boundary, then:
[  divhY ehd x =  f  < Y , v > e hdS. (1.9)
Jv Jon
Where 1/ is the unit outer normal vector to dU, and dS the Riemannian 
surface area element (corresponding to dx). The equation can be proved from 
equation 1.8 and from the usual divergence theorem with h =  0.
1.6 Parabolic regularity etc.
Recall that h is a smooth function on M . Let Pth<i> be a L2 solution to the 
following equation on <j forms:
i Jj“ (-r ’ <) =  ( j & h) «(*»*)
\ u (x ,0 ) = <t>
Then rl'<t> is in fart a classical solution!i.e. C 2 in x and C 1 in t). Fur­
thermore it is smooth if <t> and h are. See [56] anti [24],
The following theorem is given by Strichartz for the Laplarian, but it is 
easy to see it is true for (defined on i>age 21, c.f. theorem 2.1.4). Let 
e i ,A’' be the heat semigroup defined by functional analysis.
Theorem  1.6.1 [62] Thr.rc ts a heat, kernel r f ( x ,y )  satisfying:
1. The function ¡i1,' (x , y ) is smooth, on H+ X M  X M, symmetric in .r and 
y, and is strictly positive for t > 0.
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2. f^t p^(x.y)ehdx < 1 for all x and t > 0 , and
e*'A7 (x) =  J p ! ( x ,y ) f ( y ) ehMdy  ( 1 .10 )
for all f  6 Li.
s. M ' * 7 lP <  I / I p . fo r  all t >  0. and f  € L* H 1 <  p  <  oo with 
lim « -o  |e i ,A * /  -  / |p  =  0 , f o r  p  /  oo, and
f .  jhe i '^ * / =  /  /o r  a// /  € La and < > 0 , and these proper­
ties continue to hold for all f  d Lp, 1 < p <  oo if we define e i ,Ah/  
by equation 1.10. Moreover we have uniqueness of the semigroup for 
1 < p <  oo in the following sense; if Q, is any strongly continuous 
contractive semigroup on Lv for fixed p such that Q ,f  is a solution to 
& = * A fc, then Q ,/  =  e * '* 7 .
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Chapter 2
On the Bismut-Witten 
Laplacian and its semigroups
Main result: From the essential self-adjoiutness of tl + t)h, we get the Hodge 
decomposition theorem and a result on dP,1' =  Pfd, which we use extensively 
later. These results are generally considered well known, but there does not 
appear to be a suitable reference which gives these in exactly the context we 
want, especially for the Bismut-Witten Laplaciau A*'. This problem arose 
when I was trying to work out dPth — Pj'd, and occurred again when D. 
Elworthy and S. Rosenberg were working on their paper [35], This chapter 
is the result of discussions among the three of us, part of the result is in fact 
used in [35],
2.1 The self-adjointness of weighted Lapla- 
cians
Cheruoff [14] has proved that d + 6" and all its powers are essentially self- 
adjoint on C £  (with h =  0, but exactly the same proof gives the result for 
li ^ 0 making use of the h-divergence theorem stated on page 22 as seen later
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in the context). In particular the Hodge-Laplaciau operator A* =  — (d + bh)i 
is essentially self-adjoint. From this we obtain d +  61' =  d+6h and the Hodge- 
Kodaira decomposition, and therefore : d’  =  6h and (é,‘ ) ' =  d. Consequently 
we get: A '1 =  — {dSh +  S'ul). Thus all the operations on A h are exactly as 
for A . We will give Chernoif's proof for the self-adjointness, adapted to our 
context.
First we introduce the terminology. Let L be a first order differential 
operator on the complexified cotangent bundle (ATXM)( .  Consider jjj =  L, 
which is called a symmetric hyperbolic system if L" +  L is a zero order 
operator, i.e. it is given locally by multiplication by a matrix valued function 
of .r. The symbol a for L is a linear map from (ATxM)l  —» (AT,A/)J for 
each x  6 A/ and t> € T’ M:
<r(t>)(e) =  L(f<t>)(x) -  fL<t>(x). (2.1)
Here /  g C *(.V /) with df(x)  =  v, and <j> : M  —+ {AT M) ’  is a smooth form 
ou M  with 4>(x) =  e. The local velocity of propagation c associated to L is 
defined as a function on M  :
c(x) =  sup{||<T(v)(*)|| : v € T;M,  IM I =  1}.
V
We are mainly interested in the following operator L =  i (d+6")  for the proof 
of the next two theorems. It indeed gives rise to a hyperbolic system since 
L + L’  =  0, and has symbol: rr{v)(e ) =  n A f  -  i,,»e. Here v* is defined by: 
i’(n’ ) = <  v* ,w  >  for in 6 Tt M.  The local velocity for L is constantly 1, 
from the following:
For each fixed e 0, we may write e into the sum of two orthogonal 
parts: e =  e0 +  <“i satisfying: v A r0 =  0, anil |ti A c j  =  |t>||ci|, by letting e0 
lie the component of r along ti. So i„#C| =  0. Thus
|<r(e)| =  sup(|v A i -  i„#i |) = sup(|i> A e1 1 + |iu#e0|) = |v|. 
kl-i kl-«
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Lem m a 2.1.1 (Energy inequality) [ l j ]  Let M  be a Riemannian manifold
denoted by B(xo.R)- Let x0 £ A/. u a smooth solution to jjj =  L on [0, a] X 
B(xo,R).  Let r and a be real numbers with r +  a < R, then the following 
inequality holds:
In particular if u(0) vanishes on B(xo,r  + a), then u vanishes throughout 
K  for K  =  { (t ,x )  : 0 <  t <  a ,p(x ,x0) <  r +  (« -  t)}.
Proof: We first introduce a (h-)divergence free vector field Z on [0, n] x M  
as follows. Let /  be a real valued function on [0,«] x M,  denote by the 
differential of /  in the time component, and df the space differential. Then 
define Z by:
Write Y ( f )  = <  ii(, cr(df)u, > . Notice Z is given in the form of the sum 
of time and space parts, so therefore is the divergence:
with Riemannian distance p. The geodesic ball radius R centered at x0 is
df(Z) = <  Z . v f  > =  M ' f - < u„<T(df)u, > .
div/,Z =  2 < u(, — u, > — div/il',
{<  > — < u,,Lu,  > }  /  ehdx
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mantle
=  -  f  f  <  ut,(L ' -  L)ut > 
J A/
'dx.
Thus divi,Z = <  u ,,(L  +  L')ut > =  0. Applying divergence theorem for the 
h-divergence, we get:
0 =  f  divi,Z ehdtdx
Jk
=  (  < Z, v > t hdS
Jan
=  l  \u(a)\2 ehdx -  [  |u(0)|2 thdx +  /  < Z , u > e hdS.
JB(xo,r) J B(xo,r+a) «/E
Here E is the mantle part of the boundary of K , and v the unit outer normal 
vector to E, which is in fact given by: v =  a V $  =  a (l ,V p ) , for ^(<,2:) = 
t +  p (xo ,x ), and some positive constant a.
<  Z, v >  =  a|u,|8— <  ti(, o(adp)ut >
>  a|u(|J — a|c/p||ui|2 =  0.
The required inequality follows. ■
Let L =  i(d +  6h). We shall view the equation =  i(d +  6h)u as a 
symmetric hyperbolic system of partial differential equations as follows:
Let {u>i, . . .  ,Wj„} be local sections of A =  © j|=0 Ap which are pointwise
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orthonormal. Then we may wite v =  va(x)uja ami
Let v,w  € C°°(-4), the space of smooth forms in A. We shall assume that 
one of them has compact support. The identity
< (d +  6h)v, w > = <  v, (d +  ¿¡h)w >
and an integration by parts show that
We shall let .4,(.r) denote the matrix whose entries are A,„fi(x). On setting 
u =  v +  iw, the equation: jfj — i(d +  S ')u ran be written as
is symmetric.
Thus locally there is a unique smooth solution to the Cauchy problem for 
this hyperbolic equation by standard theory. See e.g. [48].
Theorem  2.1.2 [ I f ]  Let M be a complete Riemannian manifold, mid let
equation: Jj =  L, for each initial value uu 6 CjJ'. Moreover 11, € , each
1 .
Proof: Take a local trivialization of the tangent bundle TM . For y € M, 
there is a constant r(y) > 0 such that B (y ,r)  is contained in a single chart. 
Then by the local existence and uniqueness theorem: for each u(0) smooth 
on B (y.r), there is a unique smooth solution on A'„ = ( ( f , ) : 0 < t <
A ia»(x)  =  - A llia(x), any and x.
d_
dt
0 A ,(x)
U x )  0
L — s/—\ (d + fi1'). There in a unique smooth solution to the hyperbolic
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r, p( x, y) <  r — f }, from the energy inequality. Notice the propagation speed 
is identically 1 for L.
For R >  0, j 0 € M , the geodesic hall B (x0, R) is compact on a complete 
Riemanuiau manifold. Let u(0) be smooth on B (x0. R). We can find a 
common r > 0 for all points in the hall B (xu. R — r) such that the statement 
above holds, given initial data on B (x0, R). Moreover the solutions coincide 
on overlapping areas from the local uniqueness. Altogether they define a 
solution on the truncated cone:
{(< ,x) : 0 < t < r, p(x, xo) <  R — t).
The solution at t =  r in turn serves as initial data on B (x0, R — r), then we 
have a solution on: {r  <  t < 2r ,p (x ,x 0) <  R — r — <}. Continuing with the 
procedure, we obtain a unique solution {(<,£) : 0 < t < \,p(x, x0) <  R — i}.
In particular this show that the solution up to time N  on B(.r0, R — N) 
is determined by solution at time N — 1 on the ball B (xa.R  — N + 1), and 
therefore by initial value on B (x0, R).
Lot u(0) =  0 on M. For each number Ar and R, u =  0 on [0, N] x B (xu, R) 
from the above argument. So the uniqueness holds.
We show next that there is a globally defined solution for each smooth 
data uu with compact support inside the ball B (xg,a), some n. As has been 
shown there is a unique solution on K = [0,1] x B (xu,<i + 3 — t). Moreover 
the solution vanishes outside B (xu,ti + 1). Extend the solution to [0,1] x M 
by setting it to be 0 outside K . The solution so defined is smooth and h 
as support in B (xu,u + 1) at time t — 1 , which serves in turn as initial 
• lata and gives us a solution on [0.2] x M. We can by this means propagate 
the solution for all time. It is clear that the solution iq thus obtained has 
compact support for each t. ■
Theorem  2.1.3 [14] Denote by V,u the. solution given m the theorem above
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for n g C ff. Then Vt is a unitary group from Cf? —► C® with L(Vtu) = 
Vi(Lu). and extends to L2 as a unitary group.
Proof: We only need to prove the unitary part. Take u, w from C®.Tlian
— < Vfti, Vtw > =  < LVtu, Vtw > +  < VJu, LVtw > 
dt
=  < (L +  L')Vtu, V,w > =  0.
The fart that Vt is a group comes from the uniqueness of the solution, and 
L(V,u) =  Vt(Lu) follows from the standard semigroup result. ■
T h eorem  2.1.4 [14] The operator T =  d +  6h and all its powers are essen­
tially self-adjoint.
Proof: Let A =  T", n >  0. It is a symmetric operator. According to theorem 
1.4 we only need to show 0  =  0 if A'd> =  ± ¿0 , 1 =  V ~  1- Suppose A*0 = id’ - 
Let d> g C ff. Consider <  Vtd>,d> >  which is bounded in t since Vt is a unitary 
operator.
< V,4>, 0  > =  «" < T"Vtd>, 0  >
= t" < v,d>, A ‘ d> >= < v,d>, id> >
= < VJ0 , 0 > .
So < V,d>,d> > =  Ce“ ', for some constant C. Where or satisfies: a "+  i"+l = 0, 
and so is not a pure imaginary. Thus < Vtd>, 0  > =  0, since it is bounded in 
t. In particular < 0 ,0  > =  0. Thus 0  — 0. A similar argument works with 
A “d> =  —10. H
2.2 The Hodge decomposition theorem
To explore the relationship of these operators, let us first notice that d C h’ , 
anil ft C </* before giving the following lemmas:
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Lem ma 2.2.1 On I 2(M ,e\fx), D(d2) =  D(d). D((bh)2) =  D(bh), and 
(d)2 =  ( i h)a = 0. It is also true, that: D(d) = D((bh)’ d), and (b^yd =  0. 
Similarly far d’ bh.
Proof: Take <j> € D(d), there are therefore <p„ in C y  converging to 4> in 
L2. and do,, —* in Z,2. But rf2 ,^, =  0, so d<t> 6 D(d), and rf2«^  =  0.
Let <t> g D(d), then for all t/> € D(bh) =  we have:
Proposition  2.2.2 Let M be a complete Riemannian manifold. Then:
theorem 1.2, so is d’  +  b' since d" and b’  map to different spares. For the
from the following argument:
Let 6 D(d’  + b'). For any t/> 6 D(d + A), there is the following:
< (</ +  b)(tj>),<j> > = <  il’ ,(d )’ <t> > +  <  t/>,(b)’ <t> > = <  </’ ,( '/ ’  + h’ )</> > .
The last equality comes from theorem 1.3.2. We now take adjoint of 
Loth sides of 2.2 and 2.3 and get:
<  d<t>,bh\l< > =  < <j>,d’ bhil> > =  0.
So do 6 D(b") and (6" )'(dO) =  0. The rest ran he proved analogously. ■
d + bh =  d U P  =  d‘  + (bh)\
Proof: We write b for b" in the proof. Since both </', and b‘  are closed from
same reason d + b is also a closed operator. Noticing d C b’ , b C </*. we have:
( 2 . 2 )
We also have:
</* + y  C (d +  b)’ (2.3)
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(<r+ n* c (rf+tf)* c (rf + «r, 
d +  S = (d +  6)’ m c (d■ + 6’)\
(2.4)
(2.5)
But by theorem 2.1.4, (d +  ¿)* =  d + 6.
So combine 2.2 with 2.4 and 2.5, we have:
d + f* C (i"+ < C (iT  +  S')’  C d +  t>.
Therefore d + b =  (d" + ¿ ' )’  =  d +  6, and each is a self-adjoint operator. 
Thus we have proved that:
d +  6 =  d’  + 6" =  d +  <$.
■
Rem ark: Let A (‘ =  — (d +  bh)i , it is now clear that:
A* = -(d  + fih)2 = ~(dS» + Shd).
Proof: First we know that d +  is self adjoint from 2.1.4. By theorem 
1.3.4. A 7' is self adjoint. But there is only one self adjoint extension for A h. 
The result follows. Furthermore (d + b1')2 is iu fact the Friedrichs extension 
of A f' from the remark after theorem 1 .3 .4.
The following is a standard result:
Proposition 2.2.3 Let T be a self-adjoint operator on Hilbert spare 7i with 
dense, domain. Then
H = W T j ®  hrr(T).
P roof: Let <t> € D (T ), 0  € ker(T). Then
< 7>,0 > = < 0,7V’ > = 0.
So Itn(T) is orthogonal to ker(T).
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Lot <t> 6 ( Iw ( T ) ) 1. Thou by definition for any 4> £ D(T), we have: < 
<P.Tv  > =  0. However this shows that: <t> € D (T ’ ) = D(T), and T ’<t> =  0. 
Thus T 0 = 0. Therefore Itn(T)  C I\er(T). This finishes the proof. ■
We are ready to prove the following Hodge decomposition theorem:
Theorem  2.2.4 Let M be a complete Riemannian manifold with measure 
ehdx, here h 6 C°°(M ). Let L1 (H ) =  {<t> : d<t> =  ~6h<t> =  0 }. Then:
m i ” =  7m(W) ©  7m(d) ©  L \H )
and
L2(H) =  A'erA^.
P roof: From the propositions above, we know:
Ll =  Im (d  + h) ©  K er(d  + />).
We only need to prove the following:
Im (i  + i )  ■  Im(il) © /m ( /t ) .
It is clear the two spaces on the right, hand side are orthogonal to each 
other. Take <j> € Im(d +  6 ). By definition there are <t>>, € D(d + />), such 
that (»/ + h)tj>„ —> d>. Since dd> and h<t> are in different spaces, we may write 
0 = 0i +  <t>j such that: dtf>„ —* <t>i, and b<t>„ —* <t>j. Thus follows:
/m (i/ + h) C /m (< /)©  hn(h).
Next let <t> € D(d). Let 0  6 K er(d  +  h) = Ker(d) n  K tr (6). Take 
</’>. € C £  converging to t/> ouch that hi/>„ —* hij< -  0. Then there is the 
following:
<  »/<!*, V> > =  bill < d<t>,il’n >*= lit» < d>,bil<„ > =  < <t>,bi/' > =  0.M-*OD II
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Therefore we get: Im(d) C ker(d +  ¿ )x . Similarly Irn(S) C ker(d +  ¿ )x . 
Thus
L2W  =  /m ( i ‘ ) © i ^ ) 0 f 1 (H).
from Im (6h) =  Irn(6h), and Im(d) =  Im (d).
For the proof of the second part, recall b"d<t> = 0. For 0 g D( A ),
-  < ¿ 0 ,0  > = <  (d +  ¿)0 , (d +  6)0 > =  \i4 \* + |60|2.
So L2CH) — K er (A ). The proof is complete. ■
Proposition  2.2.5 Let M br. a complete Riemannian manifold, then:
<1 =  (6fc)*, and fih =  d~.
P ro o f First notice 6“* is an extension of d. Let 0 g D(bh‘ ), we may write 
0 =  0i +  <t>t +  h. Here h g £ 2CH), <t>\ g Irn(d). and 0j g Im (6h). However 
Im(d) C D(d). Im((ih) C D(bh). So /i + 0i g D(d) C D(bh‘ ), and 0* is in the 
domain of (¿fc)*. But then 0 j g Z?(6',•)nO (6', ) C D(fi'“ )n D (d -) =  Z?(»/-(-A'*), 
by lemma 1. So 02 g D(d), and therefore 0 g D{d).
This gives: D{b'“ ) C D(d), i.e. 6’  = d. Similarly we can prove 6h = </*. ■
R em ark: Restricted to C 1 forms, the above lemma can be obtained by an 
approximation method as suggested by Gaffney [38].
With these established, we are happy to use d, bh. and A fc for their closure 
without causing any confusion.
2.3 The semigroup associated with A 1'
Since A '1 is non-positive, there is a semigroup e i '* '1 with generator  ^A '1 
defined by the spectral theorem. Furthermore ei^*’«  solves:
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( 2 .6 )I ¿ft = |A**
1 <to =  O.
Here o  € L2(il) is a form.
P roposition  2.3.1 Let M  be. a complete Riemannian manifold. Let o  € 
D(d) Cl D(bh), then r/ea,A n =  e i*^  (dn), and S ^ ei'^ a  =  e i ,^<,(6*a).
P roo f: See Gaffney[39] for a proof of the lemma for C 1 forms (h=0). Let 
H v) =  h„(y) =  >£[_,l,„](y)(j/e_ a'^), and gn(y) = \[-„,„)(y)j/. Denote
by h „(A )  and g„(A ) the operators defined by the spectral theorem corre­
sponding to an operator A. Then
K(A) = < / „ ( . =  t -* ,A'gn(A).
Now j</„(j/)| <  |;/|. all n an<l g„(y) —* </. so the spectral theorem gives the 
following convergence result:
Jiin g„(A)i/> = Atl>, t/’ € D (A ).
Thus for tj< £ D (A ), we have ( P,i/< is automatically in D(A))\
Ae~*,A‘ il>= lim g„(A )e~ l,A,il> m lim e  ,^A‘ g,t(A ) =  r _ i M A.h-"x  n—osj
Now let A = d + t)1“. Let 0  g D{tl + V1), then:
(d + Ä*)e i 'AV  = **'A*(d + Afc)0 .
Thus the proof is finished noticing both sides of the equality above consist 
of orthogonal forms. ■
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Chapter 3
Invariant measures and 
ergodic properties of BM  on 
manifolds of finite h-volume
L<'t M  lie a complete Riemannian manifold. There is an invariant measure 
for h-Brownian motion, i.e. for the diffusion process with generator 1 A*1. In 
this chapter we give a direct proof of the existence of invariant measures and 
deduce some ergodic properties, which are used in chapter 6 and 7. These 
ergodic properties are essentially known and well treated in [52] and [61], at 
least when the weight h is zero. However in their treatment, the processes 
are required to have the Co property if the manifold is not compact. Our 
treatment avoids the problem of having to assume the Co property for the 
Brownian motion concerned.
The following lemma is a standard result from semigroup theory:
Lem m a 3.0.2 Let. M be a complete Riemannian manifold given the measure 
e'Ui.r. Let f  6 Ll . Denote by P f the, heat semigroup. Then
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fó Pjffds 6 •D(Afc) and moreover:
To prove this, we only need to show for all g 6 Cf?:
L  ( £  *'*) (5 A‘») - L  ( * >  -  »  ^
group ( ) ” equals P[\ we obtain:
è hi (fé P ?fds) (A hg) ehdx 
=  U i f M P ^ f(A hg ) e hdxds,
=  i  h  fM fP.h( A h9) t hdxds,
=  \ f t f Mf & l'(P.hg )ehdxd.s 
=  /o 'JMf i . (P .h9 ) e hdxd,
= IMf ( t i f . (P ? 9 )d s )  ehdx,
= Sm f (P l ‘9 ~ 9 ) e hdx 
=  IM(P,hf - f ) g e hdx.
the constant function 1 as in the appendix, then h„ —» 1 in L2). Thus we 
have uonexplosion for a h-Brownian motion in this case as is well known (see 
[40] for the case of h =  0). A quick proof is as follows:
We also have:
Theorem  3.0.3 Let M be a complete Riemannian manifold, then rhdx in 
an invariant measure for P , , i.e.
using the fact that i ( A ') "  =  1 A \  See chapter 2. Noticing the dual semi­
Next we notice if M  is a complete Riemannian manifold of h-finite volume, 
then 1 is in the domain of A* (let h„ be the sequence in CJJ? approximating
(3.1)
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for each L 1 function f.
P roof: First notice if the invariance property 3.1 holds for functions in CjJ?, 
it holds for all L 1 functions since P/' is continuous on Ll.
Next there is the following divergence theorem: let i^ b ea L 1 1-form with 
bh<t> also in L ' , then
pactly supported forms and using the Green theorem on page 22, as proved 
in [42] for h =  0.
Let /  € C £ , then /0‘ P'ffds is in the domain of the h-Laplacian A (‘ hy 
the previous lemma and we have:
Recall for an elliptic system our semigroup P, has the strong Feller prop­
erty, i.e. it sends D{M) to C (M ). See [54]. For such processes there are 
several notions of recurrence. The basic definition is as follows:
Definition 3.0,1 Denote by P 1 the. probability law of a process X  starting 
from .r. The process X  is called recurrent if for each ,r g A/, the trajectories 
of X  return P* a.s. infinitely often to any given open set in M. It is called 
transient if for each .r 6 M , the trajectories X  tend Pr a.s. to infinity as
t —» oo.
Let G he the potential kernel «if the differential operator A  = j A  -f- La'.
J  (6h<t>) ehdx =  0
which can he proved by taking approximations of Ll forms hy smooth com­
(3.2)
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Then in potential language, X  is transient if and only if G is everywhere 
finite on compact sets. i.e. when G applied to \a for K  compact is finite. It 
is recurrent if and only if G is identically infinite on open sets. So a strong 
Feller process is either transient or recurrent as proved in [4] following [3].
Theorem  3.0.4 Let X < be an h-Drownian motion on a complete Rieman- 
nian manifold of finite h-volume, then X t is recurrent.
We only need to show that it is not transient. Assume x t is transient. Let 
I\ be a compact set, then lim*-,,» =  0 a.s. So lim( E\k (xi) =  0
by the dominated convergence theorem and fM E \ ^ (x ,)thdx —* 0. But 
JM E\k (jt, )ehdx =  vol(A'). This gives a contradiction. ■
Proposition  3.0.5 Let M be a complete Riemannian manifold of h-finite 
volume. Let p be the invariant probability measure, then we have for any 
compact set K :
Here "v o l "  denotes the h-volurne.
P roof: First notice € L 1 , so Pj‘ converges in Ll to a harmonic
function. The convergence is also in L' since h-vol(M) < oo, and also the 
limit function is a constant. So
((ljm P(\ K)1. vol(A/).
But
Thus
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Chapter 4
Properties at infinity of 
diffusion semigroups and 
stochastic flows via weak 
uniform covers
4.1 Introduction
I. Background
A diffusion process is said to be a Co diffusion if its semigroup leaves 
invariant Co(M), the space of continuous functions vanishing at infinity, in 
which case the semigroup is said to have the C0 property. A Riemauniau 
manifold is said to be stochastically complete if the Brownian motion on it 
is complete, it is also said to have the Co property if the Brownian motion 
on it does. One example of a Ricmannian manifold which is stochastically 
complete is a complete manifold with finite volume. See Gaffney [40]. More 
generally a complete Riemannian manifold with Ricci curvature bounded 
from below is stochastically complete and has the Co property as proved by
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Yau [68]. See also Ichihara [44], Dodziuk [20], Karp-P. Li [49], Bakry [5], 
Grigoryan [41], Hsu[43], Davies [19], and Takeda [64] for further discussions 
in terms of volume growth and bounds on Ricci curvature. For discussions 
on the behaviour at infinity of diffusion processes, and the Co property, we 
refer the reader to Azencott [4] and Elworthy [32]. But we would like to 
mention that a flow consisting of diffeomorphisms (c.f. page 79) has the C0 
property by arguing by contradiction as in [32],
Those papers above are on a Riemannian manifold except for the last 
reference. For a manifold without a Riemannian structure, Elworthy [31] 
following Ito [46] showed that the diffusion solution to (1.1) does not ex­
plode if there is a uniform cover for the coefficients of the ecpiatiou. See also 
Clark[15]. In particular this shows that the s.d.e (1.1) does not explode on 
a compact manifold if the coefficients are reasonably smooth. See [10], [25]. 
To apply this method to check whether a Riemannian manifold is stochasti­
cally complete, we usually construct a stochastic differential equation whose 
solution is Brownian motion.
II. Main results
The main aim [53] of this chapter is to give unified treatment to some 
of the results from H. Donnelly-P. Li and L. Schwartz. It gives the first a 
probabilistic interpretation and extends part of the latter. We first introduce 
weak uniform covers in an analogous way to uniform covers, which gives non­
explosion test by using estimations on exit times of the diffusion considered. 
As a corollary this gives the known result on nonexplosion of a Brownian 
motion on a complete Riemannian manifold with Ricci curvature going to 
negative infinity at most quadratically in the distance function[44].
One interesting example is that a solution to a stochastic differential 
equation on R" whose coefficients have linear growth has no explosion and 
has the Co property. Notice under this condition, its associated generator has 
quadratic growth. On the other hand let XI — R" , and let L be an elliptic
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differential operator :
where atJ anti b, are C 2. Let (.s,y) be the positive square root of the matrix
has generator L. Furthermore if |(tiu )| has quadratic growth and b, has linear 
growth, then both X  and A  in the s.d.e. above have linear growth. In this 
rase any solution u, to the following partial differential equation :
du,
- w  =  Lut
satisfies : u, g C0(M ), if u0 € C0(M ) (see next part).
III. Heat equations, sem igroups, and flows
Let M  be a rompartification of M, i.e. a compart Hausdorff spare which 
contains M  as a dense subset. We assume M  is first countable. Let b be a 
continuous function on A/. Consider the following heat equation with initial 
boundary conditions:
It is known that there is a unique minimal solution to the first two equa­
tions on a stochastically complete manifold, the solution is in fart given by 
the semigroup associated with Brownian motion on the manifold. So the 
above equation is not solvable in general. However with a condition imposed
heat semigroup satisfies ( 4.3). Here is the condition and the theorem:
(n,j). Let A' 1 =  £ .4 = Y.} bj£~. Then the s.d.e. defined by:
(It3) dx, =  £  X '(x t)dB\ +  A(x,)dt
(4.1)
/ ( x , 0 ) =  h(x), x € Af 
/(x ,< ) =  h (x ),x  6 dM.
(4.2)
(4.3)
on the boundary of the eompartifiration, Donuelly-Li [21] showed that the
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T he ball convergence criterio n: Let {a-,,} be a sequence in M  converging 
to a point x on the boundary, then the geodesic balls Br(x„), centered at x tl 
radius r, converge to x as n goes to infinity for each fixed r.
An example of manifolds which satisfies the ball convergence criterion is 
R" with sphere at infinity. However this is not true if R" is given the com­
pactification of a cylinder with a circle at infinity added at each end. The 
one point compactification also satisfies the ball convergence criterion. An­
other class of examples is manifolds with their geometric compactifications 
and with the cone topology, i.e. the boundary of the manifold are equivalent 
classes of geodesic rays. See [23]. Recall that two geodesic rays { 7 1(f), t >  0 } 
and { 72(f), f >  0 } are said to be equivalent if the the Riemannian distance 
^(7 i(f)<7i(f)) between the two points 7 1(f) and 72(f) is smaller than a con­
stant for each f.
Theorem  4.1.1 (H .D onnelly-P . Li) Let M  be a complete Riernannian man­
ifold with Ricci curvature bounded from below. The over determined equation 
( 4-1 ) '(  4 '1) i* .solvable for any given continuous function h on A/, if and 
only if the ball convergence criterion holds for  A/.
Notice that if the Brownian motion starting from x  converges to the 
same point on the boundary to which x  converges, then ( 4.1 )-( 4.3) is clearly 
solvable. See section 4 for details. We would also like to consider the opposite 
question: Do we get any information on the diffusion processes if we know 
the behaviour at infinity of the associated semigroups? This is true for many 
cases. In particular, for the one point compactification, Schwartz has the 
following theorem[60], which provides a partial converse to [32]:
Theorem  4.1.2 (L. Schwartz) Let Ft be the standard extension of Ft to 
A/ =  A /U {o c }, the one point compactification. Then the map ( f ,x )  1—» F,(x) 
us continuous from R+ X A/ to L°(tl, P. A /), the space o f measurable maps with 
topology induced from convergence in probability, if and only if the Semigroup 
Pi has the Co property and the. map t >-* P ,f is continuous from R+ to Co( A/ ).
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4.2 Weak uniform covers and nonexplosion
D efinition 4.2.1 [31] A stochastic dynamical system (1) is said to admit 
a uniform cover(  radius r >  0, bound k), if there are charts U,} o f  
diffeomorphisms from open sets Ui o f the manifold onto open sets <f>i(Uj) o f  
R ", such that:
1. i?3r C $,(£/,), each i. (Ba denotes the open ball about 0, radius a).
2. The open sets {<j>['(Br)} cover the manifold.
3. If (4>i).{X) is given by:
(* ).(•V)(w)(e) =  (J> * )* -M* W r l v)(e)
with ((¿, ).( A) similarly defined, then both and A(<f>i) are bounded
by k on Bjr. Here A  is the generator for the dynamical system.
Let M  =  R". Equation (1.1) caii be interpreted as Ito integral.
D efinition 4.2.2 A diffusion process is said to have a weak uni­
form cover if there are pairs o f connected open sets { £/°, t/„ } j » and a non­
increasing sequence { ¿ „ } with 6„ >  0, such that:
1. U° C U„, and the open sets { t /° }  cover the manifold. For x 6 U° de­
note by r " (x ) the first exit time o f F,(x) from the open set U„. Assume 
t" <  {  a.s. unless r"  =  oo almost surely.
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2. There exists {A'nJJJL,, a family o f increasing open subsets o f M  with
UK „  =  M , such that each U„ is contained in one o f  these sets and 
intersects at most one boundary from  .
3. Let x 6 U° and U„ C K m, then for t <  6m:
P {L j.rn(x ) < t )  < C t 2. (4.4)
4- E ,~ i  6n = oo.
Notice the introduction of {K ,,} is only for giving an order to the open 
sets {£ /„ }. This is quite natural when looking at concrete manifolds. In a 
sense the condition says the geometry of the manifold under consideration 
changes slowly as far as the diffusion process is concerned. In particular if 
the 6„  can be taken all equal, we take K „  =  M ; e.g. when the number of 
open sets in the cover is finite. On a Riemannian manifold the open sets are 
often taken as geodesic balls.
L em m a 4.2.1 Assume there is a uniform cover for the stochastic dynamic 
system (l), then the solution has a weak uniform cover with 6„  =  1 , all n.
P r o o f: This comes directly from lemma 5 , Page 127 in [31]. ■
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An example of a stochastic differential equation which has a weak uniform 
rover but not a uniform cover is given by example 0 on page 50 and the 
example on page 57.
Remarks:
1 . If T is a stopping time, then the inequality ( 4.4) gives the following 
from the strong Markov property of the process.:
let V C.U°, and V  C A',n, then when t <  Sm:
P {r " (F T(x)) < <|Fr (x) € V } < Ct\  (4.5)
since
P  {r " (F T(x ) )< < ,F T( x ) e  V ]
=  ¡ .  P (r"(y )  < t)PT(x,dy) < C t2P {F T(x ) € V },
here P j(x ,d y) denotes the distribution of Fj(x).
2. Denote by P/ " the heat solution on U„ with Dirirhlet boundary con­
dition, then ( 4.4) is equivalent to the following: when x 6 t r“ ,
1 -  ^ " ( l X x )  <  Ct\  (4.6)
3. The methods in the article work iu infinite dimensions to give analogous 
results (when a Riemannian metric in not needed).
Exit times: Given such a cover, let x 6 (/¡¡. We define stopping times 
(7 t(x )} as follows: Let To =  0. Let T|(x) =  inf|{P((x,u;) £  U„ } be the first 
exit time of F t( x )  from the set U „ .  Then F t , ( x , u/) must be in one of the 
open sets Let
ilj =  {u> : Fr,(x)(w) € Uf,T\{x,u>) <  oo}, 
il[ =  {u; : Ft, (x ) € t ?  -  Ü W -Ti < oo).
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Then { iiJ} are disjoint sets such that Uil} =  {T, < oo}. In general we only 
need to consider the nonempty sets of such. Define further the following: Let 
Tj =  oo, if T\ =  oo. Otherwise if £ il|, let:
Tt( x ,u )  =  Tt(x,u>) +  Tk(FTl(x,ui)). (4.7)
In a similar way, the whole sequence of stopping times {T ,(.r)} and sets 
are defined for j  =  3 ,4 ,.. . .  Clearly so defined is measurable 
with respect to the sub-algehra T,.
Lemma 4.2.2 Given a weak uniform cover as above. Let x 6 and U„ C 
A',„. Let t < fi,n+k. Then
F{*> : Tk(x,u>) -  Tk-i(x,u>) < < oo} < C t i . (4.8)
P roof: Notice for such x , Fr„(x) € A'm+*_|. Therefore for t <  6m+k we have: 
P  {u> : Tk(x,ui) -  7*_i(.r,w) < <,7*_i < oo}
rxj
= H  /*({“> : Tk(x,u>) -  7*_i(x,w) < f} n n * - ‘ )
= ¿ P { r J(Frl. lW )< l ,n ‘ - '}
j = i
< c p j r r w ' - ^ K C t 1,
as in remark 1. Here is the characteristic function for a measurable set 
A. and E denotes taking expectation. ■
Lemma 4.2.3 / / £ „ / „  = oo, t„ > 0 non-increasing. Then there is a non­
increasing sequence { s„ }, such that (I <  s„ < t„:
(i) £ * „  =  00
(H) £  si < oo
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P roof: Assume t„ < 1, all n. Group the sequence { }  in the following way: 
< ll  *2. •••> **>! tk, + l, •••, tk,\ +  l •••
such that 1 <  ti +  . . .  +  < * ,<  2, 1  <  f*j+, + . . .  +  tki+, <  2 ,
/ fo  ^fc'i ft.1. *2 -  •“ * ,  =  j  , «*,+1 =  —ip —, - - * k ,  =  - j f ,  S / t .+ l
Clearly the a„’s so defined satisfy the requirements.
i >  2. Let
i
4  ...............
So without losing generality, we may assume from now on that the con­
stants { S„ } for a weak uniform cover fulfill the two conditions in the above 
lemma. With these established, we can now state the nonexplosion result. 
The proof is analogous to that of theorem 6 on Page 129 in [31],
Theorem  4.2.4 If the solution Ft(x) of the equation (1) has a weak uniform 
cover, then it is complete (nonexplosion).
P roof: Let x g A'„, t > 0, 0 < f < 1. Pick up a number p (possibly
depending on f and n), such that 53i*=n+i (6, > t. This is possible since 
E £ .  Si =  00. So
<  P { r p(2: ) < < ,r p. 1 < o o )
=  P { ^ ( r t (x) -  r k- x(x)) < f , r p_, <  oo}
lea 1
<  £  r { T k(x)  -  ! * _ , ( * )  <  t6n+k,Tk- t <  o o }
< C i v g i 2 < c « v f  i j .
k = n  k =1
Let t -* 0, we get: P { ( (x )  < f} =  0. ■
Rem ark: The argument in the above proof is valid if the definition of a 
weak uniform cover is changed slightly, i.e. replacing the constant C  by C„ 
(with some slow growth condition, say p  53j« i Cn+j is bounded for all n) but 
keep all fi„ equal.
As a corollary, we have the following known result:
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C orollary  4.2.5 Let £ he. the explosion time. If < t„} — 0, for some 
to > 0. Then there is no explosion.
Prove by induction. In the following we look into some examples:
E xam ple 0: The flow F,(x) =  x + Dt on R" — {0} does not have a uniform 
rover. The problem occurs at the origin. But it does have a weak uniform 
cover as constructed below. First note that we only need to worry about 
the origin. Take U„ =  {x  : |x| < a,,}, for a„ =  (^ -¡-)". Let U° =  Un- i ,  
K „  =  U,„ and C„ =  k\/n. Here le is a constant. Now
P { r „ < t }  < P{sup \B,\ <  u„ — all+i }
Ki
kt2
l«.. -  «..+ij
< C „t2
by the maximal inequality. Then
Uni -j, ¿  C\.+, = 0.p — x  p i
See the remark above to see { U„ } is a "weak uniform rover” .
E xam ple 1 : Let {C „} be a family of relatively compact open (proper) 
subsets of M such that U„ C U„+\ and U,7L| = M . Assume there is a
sequence of numbers { A,,} with h„ =  oo, such that the following inequality 
holds when t < A„_| and x 6 Un-\\ P { r r ” (x) < t} < rt2. Then the diffusion 
concerned does not explode by taking {i/,1+i — Un- i , U„ — U„ _ i } to be a weak 
uniform rover and A'„ =  U„.
4.3 Boundary behaviour of diffusion processes
To consider the boundary behaviour of diffusion processes, we introduce the 
following concept:
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Definition 4.3.1 A weak uniform cover { ,  Un} is said to be regular (at 
infinity for M ), if the following holds: let {x j)  be a sequence in M converging 
to x g OM, and Xj 6 U%. g then the corresponding open sets
{U„j C {f/,.}?0 converges to x as well. A regular uniform cover can be 
defined in a similar way.
For a point x in M , there are a succession of related open sets 
which are defined as follows: Let W* be the union of all open sets from { t ’„ } 
such that C7JJ contains x, and Wj) be the union of all open sets from { U„ } 
such that l/° intersects one of the small balls U°. defining IVJ. Similarly 
{ U’/ ’ } are defined. These sets are well defined and in fact form an increasing 
sequence.
Lem m a 4.3.1 Assume F, has a regular (weak) uniform cover. Let {.r„} be 
a sequence of M which converges to a point x € 0\1. Then W’j‘ converges 
to x as well for each fixed p.
P roof: Note that by arguing by contradiction, we only need to prove the 
following: let { }  be a sequence g W J , then 2* —» x, as n —» oo. First 
let p =  2.
By definition, for each .r*., c*, there are open sets U% and [/?  such that 
•r* € Lr"k, zi< g U^k and U°k fl U°„k /  V). Furthermore U„k —* x as k —* oo. 
Let { (/*.} lie a sequence of points with y* € t r“t fl [/%lt. But y* —> x since U„k 
does. So U,„k —* .r again from the definition of a regular weak uniform cover. 
Therefore converges to .r as k —* oo, which is what we want. Tin1 rest ran 
be proved by induction. ■
Theorem  4.3.2 If the diffusion Ft admits a regular weak uniform cover, 
with 6n = b, all n, then the map /•’,( — ) : M  —» M can be extended to 
the cnmpartification M continuously in probability with the restriction to the 
boundary to be the identity map. uniformly in t in finite intervals. ( Wr will 
say Fi extends.)
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P roo f: Take x 6 dM  and a sequence {a-«} in M  converging to x. Let U be 
a neighbourhood of x in dM. We want to prove for each t:
lim P{u> : F,(x„,u>) & U, s < t] =  0.
Since x„ converges to x, there is a number N(p) for each p, such that if 
n > N , W£n C U. Let / > 0, Choose p such that ^  < 6. For such a number 
n > N(p) fixed, we have:
P {u> : F .(xn,u ) & U,s < <}
< P{u> : F.(x ,uj) & Wxpn,s < t)
< P {uj : Tp(x„ ) (lo) < t,Tp- i { x n) < oo}
< ¿ p { T * ( x „ ) - r * _ , ( x n) <  - ,r * _ , (x n) <  oo}.
^  v
Here C  is the constant in the definition of the weak uniform rover. Let p go 
to infinity to complete the proof. ■
R em ark: If the can be taken all equal, theorem 4.2.4 , theorem 4.3.2 
hold if (4.4) is relaxed to:
P {T " (x )  < <} <  f ( t ) ,
for some nonnegative function /  satisfying liiii<_o ^  = 0.
Exam ple 2: Let M = R" with the one point rompartifiration. Consider 
the following s.d.e.:
(ltd) tlx, =  X(x,)(lD , +  A(x,)dt.
Then if both X  ami .4 have linear growth, the solution has the Co property.
P roo f: There is a well known uniform cover for this system. See [15], or 
[31]. A slight change gives us the following regular uniform rover:
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Take a countable set of points {p„ }n>n C M  such that the open sets 
U„ =  {c  : — p„| <  =  1 ,2 ,.. .  and t/° =  {«  : \z — po| < 2} cover R ".
Let C^ o =  { -  : — Pu| < 6 }; and U„ =  { :  : |j — p„| <  ^ } ,  for »  jt 0. Let <f>„
he the chart map on U„:
j . Z ~ P n<t>n (Z ) =  —j-----¡“ .
|P»I
This certainly defines a uniform cover(for details see Example 3 below). Fur­
thermore if —> oo and € t/“ , then any y € Uu satisfies the following:
1*1 >  ^  >  \\*n \ -  OO,
since |p„| > 2l£aJ. Thus we have a regular uniform cover which gives the 
recpiired Co property. ■
E xam ple 3: Let M  = 7?", compactified with the sphere at infinity: M  =  
/?" U S "-1 . Consider the same s.d.e as in the example above. Suppose both 
X  and A  have sublinear growth of power a  < 1 :
|X(x)| <  A '(M “  +  1)
|A(*)| < A'(|*|« +  l)
for a constant A". Then there is no explosion. Moreover the solution Ft 
extends.
P roof: The proof is as in example 2, we only need to construct a regular 
uniform cover for the s.d.e.:
Take points po.pi ,p-j,. . .  in R" (with |po| =  1, |p„| > 1) , such that the 
open sets { { / “ } defined by : V0 =  {c  : |*-po| < 2}, U° =  { i  : \z-p,| < 
cover R".
Let Uu = { ;  : |x — /*o| < C), [/, = {x : \: — p,| <  and let 4>i be the
chart map from U, to /?":
M * ) =
- P i )
lp.l° ■
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Then £/, } is a uniform cover for the stochastic dynamical system. In
fact, for i ^  0, and y 6 B3 C Rn:
|(^.).(.V)(y)| <  A' ( 1 -t |p7 ^ - - - -  <  ¿ p ( l  +  2N - )  < 18*.
Similarly |(<^,).(j4)(y)| <  18/lT,'aud D 2<f>i =  0.
Next we show this cover is regular. Take a sequence x* converging to x 
in dR". Assume x* € U°. Let Zk € Uk- We want to prove { 2*} converge to 
x. First the norm of Zk converges to infinity as k —* 00, since |p*| >  21|a1 and
M  >  IP* I “  ilPfcl“ -
Let 8 be the biggest angle between points in Uk, then
tan- <  sup
2 “
l *~Pn|
IPnl
<  JPnT < jp«ri
“  2|p„| -  2 0.
Thus { U„,<j)n} is a uniform cover satisfying the convergence criterion for the 
sphere compactification. The required result holds from the theorem. ■
This result is sharp in the sense there is a s.d.e. with coefficients having 
linear growth but the solution to it does not extend to the sphere at infinity 
to be identity:
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Example 4: Let D he a one dimensional Brownian motion. Consider the 
following s.d.e on the complex plane C:
dx, =  ix,dB,.
The solution starting from x  is in fact xe,B,+i , which does not continuously 
extend to he the identity on the sphere at infinity.
Example 5: Let U he a bounded open set of 7?". Let (X , A) be a s.d.s. (in 
Ito form) on U satisfying
\ X (x)\ < k  d(x,dU ),
and
|4 (x)l < k d(x ,a u )
for some constant k , then there is no explosion. Here d denotes the distance 
function on It" and OU denotes the boundary of U.
Proof: Choose points {.r,,} such that the halls B (x„,  ^d(x„, OU)) centered 
at x„ radius k d(xn, OU) cover U. Define a map:
i>y
Then
<t>„■ B (x „ , -  d (x„,dU )) -»  B;,
j / \ r4>n(x )  =  C x —-----— .
d(x„,oU )
(TKUX)<  < 6t y ' (^ f I' ) Sd ( x „ , O U )  d ( x „ , O U )
by the triangle inequality of the distance function. Thus we have a uniform 
cover and so nonexplosiou. ■
This result is sharp in the sense that there is an example (in Ito form) 
given in [G5] which satisfies:
W £ ) [ + M f l l  < 2
d ( x , o u y
for 0 <  t <  1, but has explosion. Here is the example (on { |.r| <  1} C R2):
dr} =  (1 -  \xt\2yx\dB, -  i ( l  -  |x,|a)* x j dt 
dx] = ( l -| x (|2),xf(/B( - i ( l - | x i|J)î' a-?rft.
Here 0 < e <  1. See [65] for more discussions on nonexplosion on open sets 
of R".
4.4 Boundary behaviour continued
A diffusion process is a Co diffusion if its semigroup has the C0 property. This 
is equivalent to the following [4]: let I\ be a compact set, and 7 \ (x ) the first 
entrance time to I\ of the diffusion starting from x, then limI._oc P{T/S(r) < 
t ] =  0 for each t > 0, and each compact set A".
The following theorem follows from theorem 3.2 when b„ in the definition 
of weak uniform rover ran be taken all equal:
Theorem  4.4.1 Let M  be the one point compactification. Then if the diffu- 
xiov. process Ft(.r) admits a regular weak uniform cover, it is a Co diffusion.
P roof: Let A' be a compact set with A' c  here {A 'j} is as in definition 
2.2. Let r > 0, t >  0, then there is a number N =  N (f,t )  such that:
+  tj+4 +  • • • +  ¿>+a/v-a >  “ •
Take x ^ Ixj+in . Assume x € K ,„, some in > j  +  2N. Let To be the first 
entrance time of F»(x) to A'^+jyv-ti T\ be the first entrance time of Ft(x) to 
A’j+j/v-s after To, (if To <  oo), and so on. Dut P {T  <  i,7 j_ i < o c } < C i1 
for t. <  bj+ t\ -u ,i >  0, since any open sets from the cover intersects at most
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one boundary of sets from { K„  }. Thus
P{7V(*)<t} < P{^'r,(r) < t,Tx-2 < 00}
1
N -\
<  P {T ;(x) < i<5j+2/v -2.,T '.-i(*) < 00}
1=1
<  c«a
1
The proof is complete by letting f - » 0 .
< € ' " £ * ) ■
Exam ple 6 : Let M  he a complete Riemannian manifold, p a fixed point 
in M. Denote by p(x) the distance between x and p, Br(x) the geodesic hall 
centered at x radius r, and Ricci(r) the Ricci curvature at x.
Assum ption A:
—;—  -  dr =  00. 
v /^ (r )
(4.9)
Here I\ is defined as follows:
A’ (r) =  — { inf Ricci(r) A 0}.
H rip)
Let X t(x ) hi- a Brownian motion on M  with X tt(x) =  .r. Consider the 
first exit time of -Y,(.r) from B\(x):
T =  iuf{t > 0 : p(r,.Y ,(x)) =  1}.
Then we have the following estimate on T from [43]:
If L(x)  > y/K( p( x ) 4- 1 ), then
P[T(* ) -  ZT7 )> - e 'r,/',' )
for all x 6 M . Here C|, Cj are positive constants independent of L.
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This can be rephrased into the form we are familiar with: when 0 < t <
v/K'Mxi+i)’
With this we may proceed to prove the following from [43]:
C orollary: [Hsu] A complete Riemannian manifold M  with Ricci curvature 
satisfies assumption A is stochastically complete and has the Co property.
P roof: There is a regular weak uniform cover as follows:
First take any p 6 A/, and let K„ = B iu(j>). Take points p, such that 
=  B](p, ) covers the manifold. Let U, =  B2(p, ). Then { U", U, } is a regular 
weak uniform cover for M l l A .
Rem ark: Grigoryan has the following volume growth test on nonexplosion. 
The Brownian motion does not explode on a manifold if
M.  This result is stronger than the corollary obtained above by the following 
comparison theorem on a n dimensional manifold: let w,,_i denote the volume 
of the n — 1 sphere of radius 1 ,
P{ T( x )  < /}  <  e-^r1.
But lini|_o —p— =  0. So there is a ¿o >  0, such that: <  t2, when
t <  A0- Thus:
Estim ation on exit times: when t. <  —i rt A 60,
\/K{p(*)+1)
r { T ( x )  < t ]  < t2. (4.10)
(4.11)
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K (R)  
^ ( n - ï )
r )}('*-') dr
Notire K ( R ) is positive when R is sufficiently big provided the Ricci curva­
ture is not nonnegative everywhere. So Grigoryan’s result is stronger than 
the one obtained above.
The definition of weak uniform cover is especially suitable for the one 
point compactification. For general compactification the following definition 
explores more of the geometry of the manifold and gives better result:
Definition 4.4.1 Let M  be a compactification of M , .r 6 d M . A diffusion 
process F, is said to have a uniform cover at. point x , if there is a sequence 
.4,, o f open neighbourhoods o f x in M  and positive numbers <*)„ and a constant 
c > 0 , such that:
1. The sequence o f A„ is strictly decreasing, with 0.4,, =  x, and A„ O
0A„+t.
2. The sequence of numbers t>„ is non-increasing with £  (*)„ =  oo and 
E„ K  <  OO.
.Ÿ. When t < h„, and x Ç A„ — A„+ 1 ,
P {r '4- ' ( * )  < f}  < ct*.
Here r /,"(.r) denotes the first exit time of Fi(x) from the set A„.
P roposition  4.4.2 If there is a uniform cover for x 6 0 M , then Ft(x) 
converges to x continuously in probability as x —* r uniformly in t in finite 
interval.
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P roof: The existence of { / ! „ }  will ensure F ta „  (r ) C which allows us
to apply a similar argument as in the case of the one point compactification. 
Here we denote by t a the first exit time of the process Ft(.x) from a set A.
Let U be a neighbourhood of x. For this U, by compactness of M , there 
is a number m such that A m C U, since n£L,.4/fc =  x. Let 0 <  e <  1, 
t =  ( 6i )K we may assume t <  1. Choose p =  p(e) >  0 such that:k °h
&m “I" »^n + 1 4“ • • • *4“ Æm+p—1 ^
Let a: g A,n+p+i. Denote by To(x) the first exit time of F((x) from -4m+p+i, 
T\(x) the first exit time of Fr0(x) from A,„+p where defined. Similarly T,, i > 
1 are defined.
Notice if T,(x) < oo, then FY,(«) 6 <4m+P- , -  X m+P+1_,-, for t =  0 ,1 ,2 ,. . . .  
Thus for t > 0 there is the following inequality from the definition and the 
Markov property:
P {T ,(x ) < <  c<2£ +p_<.
Therefore we have:
P { r u( x ) < t }  <  P { r A" ( x ) < t )
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The proof is finished.
—  ^ { ï p  +  . . .  +  2" i  <  t,  T p _ i  <  00}
p
< ^T p { t , < itfra+p_,,r,_] < 00}
1 = 1
<  C?  i z  ¿m+p-i < <•
1 =  1
4.5 Properties at infinity of semigroups
Rerall a semigroup is said to have the Co property, if it sends Co(M ), the 
spare of continuous functions on M  vanishing at infinity, to itself. Let M  
be a compactification of M.  Denote by A the point at infinity for the one 
point compactification. Corresponding to the Co property of semigroups we 
consider the following C. property for M\
Definition 4.5.1 A semigroup P, is said to have the C. property for M , 
if for each continuous function f  on M , the following holds: let { xn} be a 
sequence converging to x in O M , then
..-Ü  =  /(* )»  (4-12)
To justify the definition, we notice if M  is the one point compactification, 
condition C. will imply the Co property of the semigroup. On the other 
hand if P, has the Co property, it has the C. property for M  U A assuming 
nonexplosion. This is observed by subtracting a constant function from a 
continuous function /  on M  U A : Let g(x)  =  f ( x )  — /(A ) ,  then g 6 C0(M ). 
So P,g(x) =  P, f ( .r) -  / (A ) .  Thus
,}»»  P t f ( ' n) =  Jim Ptg(*n) +  / ( A )  =  / (A ) ,
if lim,,-.*, x„ =  A.
Cl
In fact the C. property holds for the one point compactification if and 
only if there is no explosion and the Co property holds. These properties 
are often possessed hy processes, e.g. a Brownian motion on a Riemaunian 
manifold with Ricci curvature which satisfies ( 4.9) has this property.
Before proving this claim, we observe first that:
Lem ma 4.5.1 If P, has the C. property for any compactification M , it must 
have the C. property for the one point compactification.
Proof: Let /  € C(Af U A). Define a map fi from M  to A/U A: fi(x)  = x  on 
the interior of A/, and fi{.r) =  A, if x belongs to the boundary. Then fi is a 
continuous map from M  to A/  U A, since for any compact set K , the inverse 
set M  — K  =  fi~l(M  U A — A') is open in A/.
Let g be the composition map of /  with fi: g — f  o fi : M  —» R. Thus 
g(x)\M =  f(x)\M,  and g(x)\o\t =  / (A ) .  So for a sequence {.r„} converging 
to Jr G OM. limn P,f (x„)  =  lim,, P,g(x„) =  g(x)  =  / (A ) .  ■
We are ready to prove the following theorem:
Theorem  4.5.2 If a semigroup P, has the C. property, the associated diffu­
sion process Fi is complete.
P roof: We may assume the compactification under consideration is the one 
point compactification from the the lemma above. Take /  s i ,  P>f(x) — 
P{t  < £(.r)}. But P{ t  < £(.r)} —* 1 as x —» A from the assumption. More 
precisely for any f >  0, there is a compact set K,  such that if .r ^ A',,
P{* < t(x)} > l - e .
Let A' be a compact set containing A',. Denote by r the first exit time of 
Ft(x) from A*. So Fr(x)  ^ K, on the set {r  < oo}. Thus:
/ ’ { '< ((• '• )} > P {r  < oo,t < £(Ar(x ))} + P [ r  =  oo)
=  £ {*r< *£ {Y i< «M »))l-?rr } }  + P { r  =  oo).
G2
Here denotes the characteristic function of set A. Applying the strong 
Maikov property of the diffusion we have:
£ { \ r « x>£{* i « ( F,.(x ))|.F r } }  =  E {\ r<x,E{t  < £(t/)|Fr =  t/}}.
However
£{X i«(!/)| i,r =  y } >  1 -  e,
So
P { t < ( ( x ) }  > P { t =  oo} +  £ { Xr<oc( l - f )}
=  1 — f P { r  < oo}.
Therefore P{t. < £ (x)} =  1, since e is arbitrary. ■
In the following we examine the the relation between the behaviour at oo 
of a diffusion process and the diffusion semigroup.
Theorem  4.5.3 The. semigroup P, has the C. property if and only if the 
diffusion process Ft is complete and can be extended to M  continuously in 
probability with F,(x )\om =  x.
P roof: Assume F, is complete and extends. Take a point x £ M, and 
sequence { x „ } converging to x. Thus
= ,!ini  Ef(F>(x»)) = £/(■*•) = /(*)
for any continuous function on M , by the dominated convergence theorem.
On the other hand Pt does not have the C, property if the assumption 
above is not true. In fact let x„ be a sequence converging to .r , such that 
for some neighbourhood U of x, and a number <*> > 0:
lilu P { F t(xn)< fU )  =  1 - 6 .ri—•'Xi
There is therefore a subsequence {x,,, } such that:
Jim P{F|(x,1() & U] = l — 6.
C3
Thus there exists TV > 0, such that if i >  TV:
P{F, (xni) € M - U ) >  1 - i .
But since M  is a compact Hausdorff space, there is a continuous function /
from M  to [0,1] such that /\m- u =  1, and /| g = 0, for any open set G in U. 
Therefore
As is known, a flow consisting of diffeomorphisms has the C0 property. 
But this is , in general, not true for the C . property. See example 4.
Corollary 4.5.4 Assume the diffusion process Fi admits a weak uniform 
cover regular for  A /U  A, then its diffusion semigroup pt has the C, property.
cover can be taken equal.
Exam ple T:[21] Let XI be a complete connected Riemannian manifold with
the ball convergence criterion holds (ref. section 1). In particular the over 
determined equation ( 4.1)-( 4.3) is solvable for any continuous function /  
on XI if the ball convergence criterion holds.
P roof: We keep the notation of example 6. Let I\ = — {in f, Ricci(x) A ()}, 
h =  f .  where c| is the constant in example 6. Let p € XI be a fixed point, 
and A'„ =  D iu(p) I«- compact sets in M.  Take points {/>,} in XI such that 
{ Dt(p,)} cover the manifold. Then {B\(pt), Bi(p,)}  is a weak uniform cover 
from (4.10) and (4.11). Moreover this is a regular cover if the ball convergence 
criterion holds for the compactifiratiou.
P,f (x „ )  =  E f ( F , ( x n))
P {F , (x n) e M - U } > * - .
So lim Ptf (x„ )  /  f ( x )  =  0.
The samc is t.rue for a general compactification if ail 6„ in the weak uniform
Ricci curvature bounded from below. Let AI be a compactification such that
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Part III
Strong completeness, 
derivative semigroup, and 
moment stability
G5
Chapter 5
On the existence of flows: 
strong completeness
5.1 Introduction
A stochastic dynamical system (.Y, A) is said to he complete, if its explosion 
time £(./•) is infinite almost surely for each x in M. It is called strongly 
complete if there is a version of the solution which is jointly continuous in 
time anil space for all time. In this case the solution is called a continuous 
flow. Examples of s.d.s. which are complete hut not strongly complete can 
he found in [31], [47], and [52].
The known results on the existence of a continuous How are concentrated 
on /?" and compact manifolds. On /?" results are given (for ltd equations) 
in terms of global Lipschitz or similar conditions. See Dlagovescenskii and 
Friedlin [9]. The problems concerning the diffeomorphism property of Hows 
have been discussed by e.g. Kunita [51], Carverhill and Elworthy [10], See 
Taniguchi [65] for discussions on the strong completeness of a stochastic 
dynamical system on an open set of fl". For discussions of higher derivatives 
of solution Hows on /?", see Krylov [50] and Norris [58],
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On a compact manifold, a stochastic differential equation with C 2 coef­
ficients is strongly complete. In fact the solution flow is almost as smooth 
as the coefficients of the stochastic differential equation. More precisely the 
solution flow is C r~' if the coefficients are C .  Moreover the flow consists 
of diffeomorphisms. Sec Kunita [51], Elworthy [30], and Carverhill and El- 
worthy [10], For discussions in the framework of diffeomorphism groups see 
Baxendale [6] and Elworthy [31].
In general we know very little about strong completeness. Our aim is to 
prove strong completeness given nonexplosion and certain regularity proper­
ties of the solution.
To begin with we quote the following theorem on the existence of a partial 
flow iunn [31] (first proved in [51], extended later in [31], and [10]):
Theorem  5.1.1 [Hi] Suppose X , and A are C , for r >  2. Then there is 
a partially defined flow (Fi( •),((•)) which is a maximal solution to ( 1 .1 ) such 
that, if
M,( » )  =  { * €  M, t  < { ( * , « ) } ,
t.hc.n there is a set i2() of full mcasure. such that for all m 6 S2o."
1. Mt(uj) is open in AI for euch t > 0, i.e. ((•,<*>) t.>i lower semicontinuous.
2. F|(-,u») : A/|(u;) —* M  is in C r_1 and is a diffeomorphism onto an 
open subsct of AI. Moreover the map : t t—* is continuous into 
C ' - ' ( Alt(uj)), with the topoloyy of uniform converyence on compact.a of 
the first, r-1 derivatives.
.V. Let. K  he a compact, set and f 1' = infr€/, ( (x) .  Then
lim snu d(x0, Fi(x)) =  oo (5.1)
C7
almost surely on the set { f A <  oo}. (Here x0 is a fixed point of M  and 
d is any complete metric on M .)
Rem ark: ( 1 ). For each compact set K , > 0 almost surely. This is easily 
seen from £(x) > 0 a.s. for each x and the fact that a lower semicontiuuous 
function on a compact set is bounded from below and assumes its minimum.
(2). As pointed out in [32], if there are two partial flows (F ,1 , £,), and 
( F f , t 2) which satisfy conditions 1-3 of theorem 5.1.1 for the C° topology, 
then we have uniqueness: for all x, £i(x) =  £2 (-c) almost surely. Conse­
quently inf.eM (1 =  i n f £2 almostly surely, and for each compact set A', 
£A = £A almost surely. In particular if we have a version of the solution 
which is jointly continuous, then we actually have a version smooth in the 
C r_l topology by part 3 of the theorem above.
From the theorem we see that starting from a compact set, the solution 
can be chosen to be continuous until part of it explodes. This and the 
following example suggests that strong completeness is a very demanding 
property, and there is a rich layer between being complete and being strongly 
complete.
Exam ple: [30], [31] Lot X(x) (e )  =  e, and A =  0. Consider the following 
stochastic differential equation dx, =  <ID, on /?"-{()} for n > 1. The solution 
is: F|(x) =  x + D(, which is complete since for a fixed starting point x, 
F/(.r) almost surely never hits 0 . But it is not strongly complete. However 
for any u-2 dimensional hyperplane (or a submanifold) H in the manifold, 
tnfJ.e/ / ( ( x 1u>) — 00 a.s., since a Brownian motion does not charge a set of 
codimension 2. To get an example on a complete metric space, apply the 
inversion map r n  j  in complex form as in [10], The resulting system on R 1 
is ( A B) where
A '(x ,i/)
y 2 -  x2 2xy
—2xy y 1 — x2
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The corresponding solution is in fact (in complex notation): . We’ll
continue this example on page 75.
This leads to the following definition suggested to me by D. Elworthy:
D efinition 5.1.1 A stochastic dynamical system on a manifold is called 
strongly p-complete if f 1' =  oo a.s. for every K  £ Sp.
Here Sp is the spare of images of all smooth (smooth in the sense of extending 
over an open neighborhood) singular p-simplices. Recall a singular p-simplex 
in M  is a map from the standard p-simplex to M. For convenience we also 
use the term singular p-simplex for the image of a singular p-simplex map.
The example above on /?"-{0 } (for n > 2) gives us a s.d.s. which is 
strongly n-2 complete, but not strongly (n-l)-complete. It is strongly (n- 
2)-complete since a singular (n-2)-simplex has finite Hausdorff (n-2) measure 
and is thus not charged by Brownian motion. It is not strongly (n-1) complete 
from proposition 5.2.3 on page 71.
Of all these "completeness” notions, we are particularly interested in 
strong 1-coinpleteness, which helps us to get a result on d(P,f)  = (6 Pi) f  
(see page 92) and is used to get a homotopy vanishing result in theorem
7.3.2 replacing the obvious requirement of strong completeness. It turns out 
on most occasions, we only need strong 1 -completeness and this follows from 
natural assumptions.
Once we get strong completeness, naturally we would like to know when 
does the flow consist, o f diffcomorphisms, i.e. then1 is a version of the flow 
such that except for a set of probability zero, F((-,w) is a diffeotnorphism 
from M  to M  for each t and u>. This is basically the "onto” property of the 
flow’ , since the flow is always injective as showed in [52] and by part 2 of 
theorem 5.1.1. We will discuss this at the end of the next section.
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Note: Results in this chapter remain true when (1.1) is changed to a time 
dependent equations.
5.2 Main Results
If not specified, hy (F,,£)  we mean the partial flow defined in theorem 5.1.1.
P roposition  5.2.1 If the stochastic differential equation considered is
strongly p-complete, then £A =  oo a.s. for any p dimensional submanifold N 
o f M .
P roof: Let N  be a p dimensional submanifold. Since all smooth differential 
manifolds have a smooth triangulation [55], we can write: N  — UV,. Here 
Vi are smooth singular p-simplexes. But f v' — oo a.s. for each i from the 
assumption. Thus P.(')|v, is continuous a.s. and thus so is F|/v itself. Thus 
i 'v =  oo a.s. from remark 2 on page 68. ■
Note if p equals the dimension of A/, p-completeness gives back the usual 
definition of strong completeness, i.e. the partial flow defined in theorem 
5.1.1 satisfies inf,6At£(.c) =  oo almost surely as showed above. See also 
remark 2 after theorem 5.1.1. In this rase we will continue to use strong 
completeness for strong n-completeness.
We need the following rocycle property from [31] for the next proposition: 
For almost all w, for all s > 0, t > 0,
F,+.(x , cj) =  F,(F.(x,  w),0„(w)). (5.2)
Note that the exceptional set for (5.2) ran be taken independent of .s and t, 
according to a recent survey by L. Arnold (manuscript). However we do not 
need this refinement here.
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Proposition  5.2.2 Let £ — ¡uf*eM £(x). I f there is a number 8 >  0 such 
that: P {£  >  6} =  1 , then {  =  oo almost surely.
P roof: There is no explosion by corollary 4.2.5. Let fl0 be the set of uj 
such that if w ^ ii0, then (t ,x)  i-+ F,(x,ui) is continuous on [0,6] x M. 
Consider F.(-,Ss(u>)) which is continuous on [0, 6] x M  if 0«(w) il0. Let 
Hi =  ilo U {u> : 0f(uj) € ilo). Thus £ >  26 for u £  flj and flj has measure 
zero. Inductively we get £ =  oo almostly surely. ■
The following proof was suggested to me by D. Elworthy, improving an 
earlier result proved in more restrictive situation:
Proposition  5.2.3 A stochastic, dynamical system on a n-dimensional 
manifold is strongly complete if strongly (n-1 )-complete.
P roof: Since strong n-completeness holds for compact manifolds, we shall 
assume M  is not compact. Let D be a geodesic ball centered at some point 
p in M  with radius smaller than the injectivity radius at p. Since M  can be 
covered by a countable number of such balls, we only need to prove = oo 
almost surely.
Let D be such a ball. It clearly divides M  into two parts, one bounded 
and the other unbounded. Write M — OD =  A'0 U N0. Here K0 is the 
bounded piece. Fix T > 0. By the ambient isotopy theorem there is a 
diffeomorphism from [0, T] x M  to [0, T\ x M  given by: (t ,x)  >—► ( t,ht(x))  
for /i| some diffeomorphisui from M  to its image, and satisfying:
ht\aB =  Ft\ith-
Set K, =  h,(I\o), N, =  h,(N0). Then
M  = I\,U F,(0D)U h,(N0),
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and
F,(B)  c  I\, (5.3)
on {w : t <  £h(u>)}.
Now
U0<(<rA'i = P roj' [/f(A'0 x [0,T])] ,
here P roj1 denotes the projection to M. Thus Uo<f<r A'j is compact. By 
( 5.3), Ft(B)  = Fj(A'o) U Ft(OB), for 0 < t <  T A stays in a compact 
region. So > T almost surely from part 3 of theorem 5.1.1. ■
Take a sequence of nested relatively compact open sets { U, } such that it 
is a cover for M  and U, C i/,+ i. Let A1 be a standard smooth cut off function 
such that:
A1 = { 1 x € Ui+10 ,  x  £  U i+ j .
Let .Y‘ =  A1 A', A' — A 'A, and F ‘ the solution flow to the s.d.s. (.Y‘ ,/11). 
Then F ‘ can be taken smooth since both A' 1 and A' have compact support. 
Let 5 ,(r ) be the first exit time of F,‘ (x) from U, an<l S,A =  inf,eK S,(x) for 
a compact set K.  Thus S,h is a stopping time. Furthermore Ff(x) — F,(x) 
before S ? .
Clearly Sj' < , and in fact lim,-,«, S/1 = as proved in [10].
L et
A',1 =  {Image(<r)|<r : [0,f] M  is C\ (  <  oo}.
T heorem  5.2.4 Let. M be a complete connected Hiemannian manifold. Sup­
pose all the coefficients of the. stochastic differential equation are C J, and 
assume, there is a point x 6 M  with { (x )  =  oo almost surely. Then we have 
( "  =  oo fo r  all H 6 A',\ if
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(5.4)
¿-♦oo x €A'
Hm sup E  (|7’1. / ’Sif |x5ff<() < oo
i — o e h  v J J /
for every compact net K  € K\ and each t >  0. In particular when ( 5.4) 
holds we have strong 1 -completeness, and strong completeness if dimension 
o f M  is less or equal to 2.
p roo f: Let i/<> 6 A/. We shall show ((gu) =  oo. Take a piecewise C 1 curve 
<r0 connecting the two points .r and j/o- Suppose it is parametrized by arc 
length <70: [0, f0] —> A/ with <ro(0) =  x.
Denote by K0 the image set of the curve. Let A', =  { F,(x ) : x  6 A'o}, 
and <T( =  Ft o <ru. Then on {a; : t < £l' a(ui) }, fTt(u>) is a piecewise C 1 curve. 
Denote by the length of rr,.
L«*t T be a stopping time such that T <  then:
Assume < oo. Take T0 with / ’ {{*• < 7),} > 0. Now U0<i<r„F((jr,u>) is a 
bounded set a.s. since F,(x) is sample continuous in t and { (x )  =  oo. Thus 
there is /?(u>) < oo a.s. such that:
\T„{.)Ft (u>) | ds.
Thus for each t > 0:
Et(erT)\T<t <  J  F(xr<«|r#(,)Fr|)rf.s'(i (5.5)
(5.6)<  f0 sup £ (| r xFr |\7-<»).
•r€ Ao
sup d(F,(x,u;) ,x)  <  /?(u>) < oo. 
0 < » < T 0
(5.7)
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But by theorem 5.1.1, almostly surely on {£Ao < 0 0 }
litn sup d(x,  Ftlx,uj)) =  00. (5.8)
i/(K° reKo
So by the triangle inequality we get:
sup d(F,(x,w),F,(x,u;)) >  sup d(F,(x,u>),x) - d ( x , F , { x , u>)).
r€h 0 r € / v ’ o
Combining (5.7) with (5.8), we get, almostly surely on {u> : £/'° < To):
liin su p (/(F ,(i,u i),F ,(i,k i))
< /{A°
> lmi sup d(Fi(x,u>),x) — sup d(x ,F t( x , u>))
l / ’(Ko reh'o O<t<T0
= 00.
Therefore lim, f =  00 almostly surely on < To}.
Let Tj =: S ' ' 0 be the stopping times defined immediately before this theorem, 
which converge to ( ho. Then there is a subsequence of [Tj],  still denote by 
{Tj).  such that:
Tims
Ihn '(<7^ )*<*<, <r, =  00 -
E ^ 'T^ )X<*o<T0 =  °°-
However from equation ( 5.C) and our hypothesis ( 5.4) , we have:
lilii £^(<7r>MMh<fc„<To < to lint sup E\T,Frj\\rj<r<, <  00
J — oc j — o o iG h 'o
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since Tj <  £Ao almost surely. Applying Fatou’s lemma, we have:
E Urn f((TTj )x (Ao<r0 < lilll E((ffTj)x(K0<To < oo.
This gives a contradiction. Thus ( Ao =  oo. In particular £(j/) =  oo for all 
y € Af.
Next take K  € K\ . Replacing A'0 by K  in the proof above we get =  oo. 
This is because in the proof above we only used the fact that there is a point 
t in A'o with £(j ) =  oo and \TF,\ satisfies (5.4).
To see strong 1-completeness, just notice the set of smooth singular 1- 
simplexes S\ is contained in K\ . The proof is finished. ■
R em ark :
(1). We only need inequality 5.4 to hold for one sequence of exhausting 
open sets { Uj }. In particular they may be different for different compact sets
for each number t and compact set A'. However we keep the inequality with 
stopping times since it is sometimes easier to calculate from the original
later in the examples. See lemma 5.3.4 on page 84.
(3). The requirement on the rounectness ran be removed by assuming 
that the s.d.e. is complete at one point of each component of the manifold.
Exam ple: (1). The requirement for the manifold to be complete is nec­
essary. e.g. thi- example on R1 — {0 } on page 68 satisfies equation (5.4)
A.
(2). The second inequality holds if we assume:
stochastic differential equation, and gives sharper result as will be shown
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but is not strongly complete (see also the example on page 120). In fact 
the transformed flow Ft(z) =  on R2 by inverting does not satisfy the
condition of the theorem on its derivative and it is not strongly 1 -complete.
(2). Theorem 5.2.4 does not work with equation (5.4) replaced by
»up, E\TtF,\ <  oo. This can be seen by using the above example on M  — 
R 2 — { 0} but with the following Riemannian metric:
since the metric is complete and for each compact set K ,
sup E |TrFt\ =  sup E
xeA xgA'
1
<  OO.
We say a s.d.e. is complete at one point if there is a point x0 in M  with 
£(*0) =  00. From the theorem we have the following corollary, which is 
known for elliptic diffusions.
C orollary 5.2.5 A stochastic differential equation with C 2 coefficients and 
satisfying hypothesis (5.4) in theorem 5.2.4 is complete if it is complete at 
one point.
With strong 1-completeness we may apply the following Kolmogorov’s 
criterion on regularity [31] to get strong p-completeness:
K o lm ogorov ’s criterion: Let M  be a complete Riemannian manifold with 
r /(,) denoting the distance between two points. Let F  be a set of M -valued 
random variables indexed by [0, 1 ]*’ for which there exist positive numbers 7 , 
c, and r such that:
Ed(F(sx ), F ( -a )r  <  c|*i -
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hods for all s* in [0, l]p. Then there is a modification F  of F  such that 
the paths of F  are continuous. Here — «¿I is the distance between these 
two points (induced from R'1).
There is a corresponding result for pathwise continuous stochastic pro­
cesses {Fi(-),t > 0} parametrized by [0, l]p. There is a version which is 
jointly continuous in t and x  on [0. T ] x [0, l]p for each T, if the following is 
satisfied:
E m p d w s t ) ,  F . ^ r  < cl*,. -
B<t
for all in [0, l]p. This comes naturally by letting N =  C([0, T], M ) with 
the following metric: d(f .g)  =  sup0<,<T d(f (s) ,g(s) ) .
Recall a map o  : [0, l]p —» M  is called Lipschitz continuous if there is a 
constant c such that:
rf(o(s), « (< ) )<  c|s -  il (5.9)
for all s, 1_ in [0, l]p.
Denote by L,, thè space of all thè image sets of sudi a Lipschitz map. This 
space contains Kp.
T heorem  5.2.6 Let. M be. a complete connected Riemannian manifold. Con- 
aider a s.d.e. which, is complete at. one. point and with C l coefficients. Let 
1 <  d <  n. Then we. have. — oo for each I\ 6 La if for each, positive 
number t and compact set I\ there, is a number t) > 0 such that:
In particular this implies strong d- completeness.
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P roof: Let u he a Lipsrliitz map from [0, l]'' to M  with image set K . Take 
a compact set K  with the following property: for any two points of K , there 
is a piecewise C 1 curve lying in K  connecting them.
For example the set K  can be taken in the following way: Let <r be a 
minimum length curve in A/ connecting two points o f K ; its length will be 
smaller or equal to dia(A'). Let K  be the closure of the union of the image 
sets of such curves.
Let x  =  <r(s) and y =  a(t) be two points from K.  Let o  be a piecewise 
C 1 curve in K  connecting them. Denote by H„ the image set of a and (  its 
length. By proposition 5.2.4, =  oo. Thus for any T0 > 0 we have:
AsupIrfiF.Or) , / ^ ) ) ] ^ 4 < F f / ' s u p i r ^ F . K s )  +
t<T0 \J0 t<To /
<  ^ ‘ - ' E  f '  ( ^ V \TniM)F,\d+t)  ds
Jo \t<To )
< ^ +*sup [E*\\v\TxFt\d+6
Taking infimum over a sequence of such curves which minimizing the distance 
between x anil y we get:
E ( sup d(Ft(x), Ft(y))J+>'\ < d(x,y)M  sup E ( sup \TIF,\i+t 
\'<t° /  rek \i<To
The Lipschitz property of the map <7 gives
E ( sup rf(F,(<7(a), F,(<x(f)))'+*) < c\i -  i\d+» sup E fsup|r,F,|‘<+<
VZTo /  r*k \<<Tb
Thus we have a modification of F(rr( —)) of F.(rr( —)) which is jointly con­
tinuous from [0, To] x [0, l]rf —* M , according to the Kolmogorov’s criterion. 
So for a fixed point x„ in A/:
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sup sup rf(F,((T(s),u;),a!o) < oo. 
(6[0,To) *e[o,i]«*
On the other hand ou < oo},
lim sup d(Fl(x,u/),x0) =  oo
‘ / (h reh
almost surely. This give a routradiction. So ( h =  oo for all K  € Lj.
Notire every singular d-simplex has a representation of a Lipschitz map 
from the cube [0, l]rf to M  (by squashing one half of the cube to the diagonal). 
This gives the required strong p-completeness. ■
This theorem is used in section 7.3 to get a cohomology vanishing result.
Flows o f diffeom orphism s
To look at the diffeomorphism property, we first quote the following the­
orem (first proved by Kuuita) from [10]:
Let M = R" . Assume both X  and A  are C 2. Ifthes.d.s. is strongly complete, 
then it has a How which is surjective for each T > 0 with probability one if 
and only if the adjoint system:
dyt = X ( y t) o ilDi — A(y,)>lt (5.10)
is strongly complete.
For a manifold this works equally well since equation (5.10) does give the 
inverse map up to distribution. Thus if both equations (1.1) and (5.10) satisfy 
the conditions o f the theorem for strong completeness, the solution How F, 
consists of diffeomorphisms. When there is a uniform cover for (.Y, A), there 
is no explosion for both (1.1) ami (5.10) . In this case, the solution consists 
of diffeomorphisms if for K  compact:
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s u p £ .u p (| T ,F .r ,+i +  (|ri .>- .(x)F.|-, ) n_,+<)  < oo,
sinre both (1.1) and (5.10) are strongly complete by theorem 5.2.6.
5.3 Applications
In this section we look at the stochastic differential equation to see when 
the conditions for the theorems above are fulfilled.
As before let M  be a Riemauuiau manifold. Let ,r0 € M, v0 € TToM. 
Noticing 11 | is almost surely nonzero for all t. [52], we have the following 
formula for the //'* power of the norm of v, from [26] for all p:
on { t <  ( } .  Let n € TrM.  Define Hp(v,v)  as follows:
//„(«-, t>) =  2 < V A ( x ) ( v ) , v >  +E J1, <  V 2X i( X i, v ) , v >
+  E ’,’' <  V . Y ' ( V . Y » ) , t >  >  +  E T  <  V .V (u ) ,  V .Y ’ (r )  >
h ip = i«*ip+ ;>e :=, /Ô k . r 2 < v .y -k ), > ,i b :
+J>/ d  |w.|p - a  <  V A (v , ) ,v .  > d.s
+ f  Er/o W.\p- 3 <  W i X ^ v . l v .  >  da 
+ 5 EÎ" /o' <  V X ‘( V X ‘(v.)),v. >  d.s
+ f  Ei" /Ô k l p- a <  V .V (,1.) , V.Y'(»>.) > da 
+ }/'(/> ~  2) E ’i" /„' M p-  < V X '(n .), v. > a d.s
(5.11)
+ (/' -  2 ) EV‘ jrp <  V.Y 1(n ) ,n > 2 .
Let r be a stopping time, then
(5.12)
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This gives:
rf Ar
l*w|2p < 2|v0|2p + 4p2 ^  £  H p_i < V r (u , ) ,u .  >  <ID\
rtAr ■) 2
+*P [1  \ v .r 2Hp(v.,v.)ds\
m r<Ar i 4
< 2|t>o|2p + 4p*2m_1 £  [jf |t>.|p- J < V.Y‘ (t>.), «>. >
> /*<Ar 12
+4p \v.\p~2Hp(v „  .
Let T be a positive number, then:
E sup,<r  |tw|2p < 2 |t>0|2p
+2m+,p2 E sup,<T [/0‘Ar |v.|p- a < V X ‘(v.),v. > <IB■]* 
+4p*E sup,<x [/0'Ar \v.\p- 2Hp(v„  e.)f/s] 1.
Applying Burkholder-Davies-Gundy inequality and Holder’s inequality we 
get:
£ su P |«w|2p <  2|i>0|*p +  4Tp2E  / '  x.<r\v.\t>’- ‘,Hip(v.,v.)d»
t< T  Jo ~
+2'"+lm pV «£ [ '  x^r|w.|2p- 4 < V .V 'f.i,),», > 2 d.s. Jo
Here c0 is the constant in Burkholder’s inequality.
Let U be a relatively compact open set. Denote by r (r )  the first, exit 
time of F,(.r) from U. For simplicity we write r instead of r (x0).
Since A' and A are C 2, there is a constant c such that: |V.Y‘ (.r,,)|2 < c 
and \Hp(v, v)| <  c|e|a on the set {.s < r(.ro)}. Let kp 4(cp)a(T  + 2”1_ ,mc0),
we have:
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£sup |e,AT|2p < 
l<T
<
<
<
By Gronwall’s lemma:
E sup |t>,Ar|ip <  2|t»o|2pe *'T.
I<T
On the other hand, taking; an orthornonnal basis {e ,}"  of TI0M , we have:
E ( m.j>|7V0W P)  < ' ¿ £ '  (suj>|7’I0F,AT(el)|*) < refc-r .
Here c  denotes some constant depending only on p and n. Thus we arrived 
at the following useful lemma, which is fairly well known.
Lem m a 5.3.1 (1). For rack relatively compart open set V , there is a con­
stant c di pcndiny only on the bounds o f the coefficients o f the stochastic 
differential equation on V such that, for all p:
EsnV |r,F.Ar(x)|2" < 2, ^ .  (5.13)
•<»
Here  f ,  is a constant depends on n =  ilim (X l).
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(2). Assume both |V.Y| and \Ht>\ are bounded. By the latter we mean 
t>)| < fc|t>|2 for some constant k and all v g  TXM . Then
fo r  all p. Here c is a constant and Cj depends only on n =  dim(M).  In 
particular this is the case if X , V A , V 2.Y, and V.4 are all bounded.
For the proof of ( 5.14), let r =  r 1 " in the above calculation, for { U„ } 
a sequence of nested relatively compact open set exhausting M. Then take
As a corollary, we have the following result on strong completeness:
C orollary  5.3.2 Let M  be a complete connected Riemannian manifold. As­
sume |VA'| is bounded and there is a constant k such, that \H\(v, i>)| < Jfc|t>|a. 
Then the s.d.s. is strongly complete if complete for  one point. Note the last 
condition is satisfied if |-Y| +  |YA'| + |V2A'| + |V.4 | is bounded.
Note we do not use any sort of nondegeneracy in the above corollary.
Let M  =  R ". Assume the s.d.e. is given in Ito form. We have as a 
corollary the following known result:
C orollary  5.3.3 A stochastic differential equation on R" (in Ito form ) is 
strongly complete if all coefficients are C 1 and globally Lipschitz continuous.
P roo f: First we have completeness as is well known. Write:
(5.14)
the limit.
dr, =  X(x,)dB, +  A(x,)dt 
=  -Y(xj) o dBi 4-A(xt )d 1 .
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Here A = A  -  i  E ’,n V A '^ .V ). So
i w 1 m
V.4 = V A  -  -  £  V 2X ’ ( v , X ’ ) V X ‘ ( V X ‘ (v)).
Z 1 1  \
Note also on R": V 2X ' ( X ' , v )  = V 2X ‘ ( v , X ‘ ) Oil R". Substituting these 
in equation 5.12 the second derivatives of X'  disappear. Thus
H„(v,v)  =  2 < > + £ ’" < V.Y’ (n), V .V (n ) >
So the boundedness of V A  and V A give us strong completeness. ■
Lem m a 5.3.4 Let { U, } be a sequence o f relatively compact open sets ex­
hausting M , and S f the stripping times defined before theorem 5 .2.4 on page 
72. Here K  is a compact set.
Assume Hp(v ,v ) < 1'|e|2 for some constant k. Then for  all j
sup E(TTF,*s f n  <  e f fc'. (5.15)
P roof: First we have: E  sup,«., \TF,^SK\ip < oo fur x 6 K  by a similar
proof as for ( 5.13). So from (5.12) on page 80, we obtain:
£ i « w * r  =  i « * r + ?  e  r >  |r. r 2HP(v.,v.)ds,> ¿ J o
since the martingale part disappears. Thus, just as before, there is the fol­
lowing estimate:
E\Tt F ,^ r \p <  ei*'
from H„(v,v)  <  A-1»• |^ and Gronwall's lemma. ■
Rem ark: In fact (5.15) holds if S f  is replaced by Sj(x). Here Sj(x)  is the 
Hrst exit time of F,(x) from Uj.
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From tin* proof, we have the following corollary of theorem 5 .2 .4:
C orollary 5.3.5 A s.d.e. is strongly 1-complete if it is complete at one point 
and satisfies:
H\(v, v ) <
Here k is a constant.
The case of Brownian system
Next we consider special cases. First we assume the s.d.s. considered is a 
Brownian motion with drift Z. Then Z  =  j  V X ’ (X' )  + A, and
1 1 m
v z ( . . j  =  - £  i  £  v x 1 (V ,V (..)) +  v ,4 (t>).
z 1 z \
On the other hand,
( v ^ x S t o ,  =  ( m x \ v ) ( X ‘ ) ,v )
=  — Ric(ti,t>).
Here R is the curvature tensor and Ric is the Ricci curvature. Thus:
H,,(v,v)=  2 <  VZ(x)(v) ,v > —RiCg(v,v) + E ”  |V-V'(t»)|a 
+ ( p - 2 ) E V ’ l ^ i < V J V H , n > 1 .
And therefore we have the following theorem:
Theorem  5.3.6 Assume the s.d.s. is a Brownian motion with gradient drift. 
V h. Then if f Ric — Hess(h) is bounded from below with |V.Y| bounded the 
Brownian motion us strongly complete. Here Hess(h) =  W i .
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proof: By a result in [5], we have completeness if £ Ricc-Hess(h) is bounded 
from below. The strong completeness follows from theorem 5.2.6 and lemma 
5.3.1. ■
In the above theorem, the s.d.s. may be a Brownian motion with a general 
drift if we know the system does not explode a priori. The nonexplosion 
problem is discussed in chapter 4 and chapter 7.
The case of gradient Brownian system
Next we consider gradient Brownian motion as in the introduction and follow 
the ideas of [28], Let uz be the space of normal vectors to M  at x. There is 
the second fundamental form:
nT : TZM  x Tt M  —* vz
ami the shape operator:
Az : TZM  x i / , - .  TZM
related by ( a z ( V i , v 2) , w )  = (Az(vx,w) ,v2). If Z(x)  : R'n —» uz  is the orthog­
onal projection, then
V X ‘ (v) = Az (v,Z(x)ei)
as showed in [31] and [25],
Let / i , . . . / „  be an o.n.b. for TZM . Consider az(v, •) as a linear map 
from TZM  to uz. Denote by |a*(v,-)\h,s the corresponding Hilbert Schmidt 
norm, and | • \„r the norm of a vector in vz. Accordingly we have:
W rn n
'E(VX'(v ) ,VX' (v))  = E l w a i *)«-)./,)1
1 » I  jm |
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= E E  <«.(». fi),z(x)ti)2
.=i j=i
rn
=  E l « x ( ^ , / , ) i i ,
>=i
=  K («v)lw ,.s-
There is also: m
=  | t » x ( v , t > ) | ^ ,
Riving
HP(v,v)  = —Ric(n, v) +  2 < V Z ( v ) , d >  +|ax(w,-)Ih,5
+  ^ | «x (v ,t> )| i,.
Thus tin* corollary:
(5-17)
Corollary 5 .3.7  Assume, the. second fundamental form is bounded. Then the. 
gradient. Brownian motion with drift Vli is strongly complete if -¿Ric— Hess(h) 
is bounded from below. It consists o f diffeomorphisms if both jRic — Hess(h) 
and 1 Ricci +  Hr.ss(h) are. bounded from below.
P roof: The strong completeness is clear from the previous theorem. The 
diffeotnorphism property comes from the fact that its adjoint equation is also 
a gradient Brownian system (with drift -V/»).
Further, there is the following Gauss’s theorem:
Giving:
Ric(e,t>) =  (n(v, v), trace n) -  |or(v,-)Ih.s
H,,(v,v) =  -  < r»(v, v), trace o  > + 2|aa(v, .)|^ s
+ |4t(F “  2)|r*x(ti,n)|jii +  2 < Hess(/i)(o), v > .
(5.18)
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Thus the completeness and strongly completeness of a gradient Brownian 
motion rely only on the hound on the second fundamental form and the 
bound on the drift: there is no explosion if h =  0 and |ax| < fc(M) with k- a 
function on f?+ satisfying:
l  TT~\<lr ~  00J k{r)
from Gauss theorem and the example on page 57 in chapter 4. Furthermore 
a gradient Brownian motion is strongly complete if the second fundamental 
form is hounded.
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Chapter 6
Derivative semigroups
6.1 Introduction
Assume the derivative of the solution flow of equation (1.1) has first moment: 
£'|7Vfr»\.«(*)| <  oo, we may define a semigroup (formally) of linear operators 
till 1-forms as follows: for v 6 TZM  and <t> a 1-form
*>Pi<t>(v) = E<t>(TrF,(v))xt<m*) ( 6 .1)
It is in fart a semigroup on ¿ “ '(fi) , the spare of bounded 1-forms, if
sup £|rxF,x,<i(,)| < oo. (6.2)
X
We are interested in three problems:
1. When is <*>Pt well defined, as a strongly rontinuous semigroup?
2. When is dPtf  = hP,(df)'!
3. When is t>Pi<t> — e i* ^  ' if A  —
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If all answers to the questions are yes, we can obtain informations of heat 
semigroups and answer the question wether SP, sends closed forms to closed 
forms. These problems are also the basis for the next two chapters and will 
be discussed in detail and in great generality in this chapter. For related 
discussions, see Vauthier[66] and Elworthy[25].
However first let A  =  ¿ A h. We have nonexplosion if dPtf  =  bP,(df) 
for /  € Cf? and if E\TrF,\ <  oo for all .r, as will be shown in proposition
7.2.2 in chapter 7. So it is natural to assume completeness. For a complete 
stochastic dynamical system on a complete Riemanuian manifold, two basic 
assumptions:
£sup|rxF.| <  oo (6.3)
•<i
and
sup E\TzFt\i+t <  oo (6.4)
will give everything we need:
1. =  e i ‘* M<^ , for«!. 6 1 » ,
2. dP,f =  6P,(df), for /  € C%
3. and strong 1-completeness.
as shown later, c.f. theorem 5.2.4 on page 73, theorem 6.3.1 on page 92 
and proposition 7.2.2 on page 108. This basic assumption is satisfied by 
solutions of a s.d.e. with all the coefficients and their first two derivatives 
bounded as shown iu section 5.3.
But first we recall the properties of probability semigroups for functions.
6.2 Semigroups for functions
Let P, be the probability semigroup on bounded measurable functions de­
termined by our stochastic dynamical system. Let A  be its generator. Then
-4 =  5 5Z -V'.V +  A on C£°, the space of smooth compactly supported func­
tions. If further we assume completeness, then it sends bounded continuous 
functions to bounded continuous functions as showed in [31].
Let A  =  *A \  then P, is a strongly continuous Ll semigroup restricting 
to Ll 0  L00(see [33]). Associated with ^A*1, there is also the functional 
analytic semigroup e5,A,‘ . These two semigroups agree as in [33], See also 
the proposition below. Thus from theorem 1.6.1 on page 23, Ptf  is smooth 
on Ll fl L°°. Moreover P, is Lv contractive on L1 D V' l~l L°° for all /, 1 < 
p < oo. See [37] for more discussions on the Lv coutractivity of probability 
semigroups.
Finally we have the following known result :
Proposition  6 .2 .1  Let M  be. a complete Riemannian manifold, then
P,l(*) =  e*,A*l(x) = j  p<:(x,y)eh^ dy.
P roof: First we show P/f =  e i '^ 1' /  for /  G L2 D L™. Since P, is a strongly 
continuous L2 semigroup on L2 fl L00, it extends to a strongly continuous L2 
semigroup Pi on the whole L1 space. Let A  be the generator of P,. Then A  
is a closed operator by theorem 1.4.1 and agrees with ^A *1 on C jf. Thus 
A  — f A fc sine«1 there is only one closed extension for  ^A (l from the essential 
self-adjointness of A *1 obtained in chapter 2.
Applying the uniqueness theorem for the semigroup of class C0(theorem 
1.4.1), we get P ,f  =  e i '^ V -  Thus P ,f  =  e*‘A'"  on V  n £°°.
Next let {r/,,} be an increasing sequence of functions in C jf approaching 
1 with 0 <  y„ < 1 . Such a sequence exists as shown in tin* appendix. 
Then ei'^*«/,, —* e i 'A’ l since J*(x , —) is in L l (c.f. theorem 1.6.1). But 
=  PiHn(j') —* p ,l(x ) for each x. So the limits must be equal: 
P(l = e i ' A,,l. ■
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6.3 6 P t and d P t
With the help of results ou strong 1-completeness, we have the following 
theorem which improves a theorem in [31], where strong completeness and 
bounds on curvatures are assumed.
Theorem  6.3.1 Assume strong 1 -completeness and suppose for each com­
pact set K , there is a constant 6 > 0 such that:
for any C 1 function f  with both f  and df bounded.
P roof: Let (x , v) 6 T M . Take a geodesic curve <r: [0, (] —* M  starting from x 
with velocity v. By the strong 1-completeness, F,(<r(s)) is a.s. differentiable 
with respect to s. So for almostly all u>:
We want to show: liin„_o£'/» =  £  l i m . - . o B y  the strong 1-completeness, 
we know T„tr)Ft(a(r)) is continuous in r for almost all u>. Tims:
sup£|ri F||,+< < oo.
reK
Then P ,f is C 1 and
d (P ,f) =  (hP,)(df)
/ ( F ,  ( * ( « ) , * ) ) - / ( F t(* .u>))
L.-t
Edf(TF,(v)).
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On the other hand, Edf(T^r)F ,(o (r))) is continuous in r if |7’ff(r)F(| is uni­
formly integrable in r with respect to the probability measure P. This is so 
if
sUp £| r„(r)F,|,+i < oo.
r
Thus
lim«-0 7 j ‘  Edf (T .(r)F,(& (r),u j) dr =  Edf(TF ,(v))
and the proof is finished.
Corollary 6.3.2 Let M be a complete Riemannian manifold. Suppose our 
s.d.s. is complete. If
£sup \TtF.\ < oo
■ < i
and
sup£|r,F,|1+i < oo 
r€ K
for each t > 0, and K  compact, then dP ,f = (f>P,)(df) for all functions f  
with both f  and df bounded.
In terms of the coefficients of s.d.e., we have:
Corollary 6.3.3 Let M be a complete R.iemannain manifold. Suppose our 
s.d.s. is complete and satisfies:
Then dP,f = ti P, (df) if both f  and df are bounded. Here
H„(v, v )=  2 < V A (x)(v), v > +  E l i ,  < e), e >
+  < V A - ' iV .Y 'io ) ) , . ,  >  +  £™ <  V . Y ' ( u ) , V A > )  >
+ ( ^ - 2 ) E r ^ <  V , Y > ) , e > a .
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I* (* )l < *(1 +1*1)
anti
< A (x ),x  > <  *(1 +  |x|)|x|,
then the system is complete. Thus our result on dP,f =  6P,(df) improves a 
theorem in [31], where global Lipsrhitz continuity is assumed of the coeffi­
cients. Here is a brief proof for the nonexplosion claim we made:
Let x0 6 A/, x , =  F,(x). On {u> : t < £(x,u;)},
|*«|i =  kol2 +  2 f  <  x,, X (x ,)d B , > +2 ( '  <  x „  A (x .) > d*
Jo Jo
+ f  |X(x.)|2ds.
Jo
Let r„(x ) be the first exit time of F((x) from the ball D „(0). Write T„ =  
(.!•„) for simplicity. Then
.» ft^Tn f tA T n
£|*«atJ 2 = ko l2 + 2E < x .,A [x .)  > d.H + E /  |X (x.)|*d*
Jo Jo
< |x0|2 + GA/ (l +  |*,|*)<b.
Jo
By Grownall's iuetpiality:
<(|*o|,  +  6ikt)ea*'.
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Thus P{T„  < <} =  0, so there is no explosion.
Lem m a 6.3.4 Let M  be a complete Riemannian manifold. Consider as.d.s. 
with, generator A  — jA * . Let f  6 C'jf. Then the following are equivalent:
1. e i ‘* k'(4f )  = 6P,(df).
2. f>P,(df) =  d (P ,f).
This is because P ,f  =  e i * ^ /  from section 6.2 and (df) =  d(e^‘^h f )
from proposition 2.3.1.
C orollary 6.3.5 Let M be a complete Riemannian manifold. Assume the. 
conditions of the. above theorem and A  =  i A fc. Then for f  6 C f?,
6P , ( d f ) = e ^ ' ( d f ) .
R em ark: We will show later that if d(P ,f) =  bP,(df) for /  with /  and df 
hounded, then there is no explosion. See proposition 7.2.2 and its corollary.
Finally as known in the compact case [25], we also have:
P roposition  6.3.6 Assume E  (JTr.F,|\t<((x)j is finite and continuous in t 
for t € [0, u). Here a is positive, constant. Let <f be. a 1-form in . Then
D(bP,d>) 
Of i=o — Cd>
with lini|_u bP,<t>(v) =  0 (d) for each v 6 TrM . Here. C is as defined on page 
13.
In particular if A  = 5 A  + Lz and <f> is closed:
d(bP,d>)
Ot
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If the. s.d.s. considered, is a gradient system, we do not require <f> to he 
closed in the above.
P roof: Take v0 6 TXoM . Applying Ito formula to <j> we have:
, hP,d> — 6 1 [•
}»“ ------\------(*’o) =  Jo E (C<t>x.(v .)\ ,<t) ds =  C<f>X0(v0)
shire £  is a loral operator(so C<t> remain bounded and continuous) and 
£ ’|Tr0F,(no)| is continuous in s.
6.4 Analysis of 6 P t for Brownian systems
Thi s section will be devoted to discussions of hP, in the special case of A  = 
 ^A'\ The situation here is particular nice, since the generator are both 
self-adjoint anil elliptic. However to start with we would like to mention 
the following relevant theorem for a general elliptic generator, which is an 
improvement of a theorem of Elworthy from [26](part 1,3 anil 4 are new):
As usual let { U„ } be a sequence of nested relatively compact open sets in 
M  with U„ C U„+i and UU„ = A/. Denote by 7j, the first exit time of Ft(x) 
from U„.
I heorem  6.4.1 Let A  =  jA  + L%. Let {<^ ( : t > 0 ) be a regular solution 
<>f the heat equation:
0 1 ,
-Ql<t>t = ^ A  <t>t +  Lz<t>i
with d<f>i =  0 for all t . Then <A*(*’o) =  (hP,)<t>o(vo) if one o f the following 
conditions hold:
1. Suppose |0.| and | Vc/>, | are uniformly bounded in .s in [0, /] for any t, 
and assume the s.d.s. is complete with |V.Y| bounded and
f  E\TrF.\2ds < o o , x 6 M.
Jo
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2. A m m e completeness. <j>0 bounded, and E  (sup.<, < oo for each
t and x.
X. Suppose \<j>,\ is uniformly bounded in s in [0, <] for all t, and assume 
the s.d.s. is complete with sup,, E (|TFrn(x)|1+<\r„<i) < oo for some 
constant b > 0 and each t.
4■ Assume for each t, \<t>,\ converges uniformly in s 6 [0, <] to zero as 
x —* oo and
Iun E \ T < oo
P roof: (a). Let x0 € A /, and v0 6 TXoM. First assume completeness. Apply 
Ito formula to </>r-t(x) for fixed number T > 0, to get:
=  0t(vo) +  f  V0T -B {X(x.)dB ,)(v.) +  f  0 r - . ( V X (v .)d B ,).Jo Jo
Let / = 7\ we get:
) =  <t>r(vo) +  f  V4>T-,(X (x,)dB.)(v.)Jo
+ / ' 4>T-.(VX(v.)dB,).Jo
Take expectations on both sides to get:
4>t (vo) =  £<M«’r )
under either of the first two conditions.
(b). For the rest we apply the ltd formula with stopping time:
Jr isT „ V<f>T-.(X(x.)dB,)(v,)
a
+ /  <t>T-.(VX(v.)dD.).
Jo
Setting t — T. we get:
<M «r)*T <r» +  ^r-r„(« ’Tn)Ar>Tn
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/■TAT»
= 4>t ( v o) +  /  V<t>T-,(X (x .)d B ,)(v ,)
Jo
J/*TaT„' 4>T-.(VX(v.)dB.).
0
Taking expectations of both sides above to get:
E (<t>o(vr)XT<Tn) +  E (<t>T-T„(vTn)xT>T„) =  4>t (v0).
(c). Assuming part 3, <t>T-Tn(vT„)XT>T„ *s uniformly integrable. So
Jim E{<t>T-T„(vT„)XT>Tn) =  E (U m  «¿T-T„(fr„)|xr>r„) =  0. 
since T„ —* oo from completeness while
E4>0 ( v t ) x t <T„  —» ¿ ■ P i (^ o ) ( t ’o ) -
(d). For part 4: Let f > 0. There is a number N > 0 s.t. if n > N,
< t for all t and r  £ U„ .
Thus
Li'tting f - * 0, we get lim,, £|<AT-r„(tfT„)|XT>rJ =  0. Thus the result.
Rem arks; ( 1 ). For gradient system, we do not need the assumption d<j>, =  0 
in the theorem.
(2 ) .Let M  be a complete Riemannian manifold and A  =  jA * . This 
theorem gives us the equivalence of fiPt and e£'A''' <f> for closed forms, while 
corollary 6.3.5 only gives us the equivalence for exact forms.
(3 ) . Let <t> g Cj*. Then r >'A>l' rf> is a regular solution to the heat equation. 
But we know driIA ' 4> = e i ,A' iltf> from section 2.3. So in the above theorem 
we only need <l<t>o =  0 instead of d<j>i =  0 for all t.
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C orollary  6.4.2 Let M  be a manifold with Ric-2Hess(h) bounded from be­
low. Consider a Brownian system with gradient drift. If for some constant.
S > 0 :
supE\TFTn\l+sx Tn<l <  <x>,n
then e i ,A <j> =  E(f>(TFi) for bounded closed 1-forms <j>. Note, the required 
inequality holds if H\+s(v,v) <  c\v\2 for some constsnt c.
P roof: Note there is no explosion hy [5]. Furthermore if Ricci-2Hess(li) is 
bounded from below by a constant c, then
\W,h\ <  ec‘
as in [25]. Here W{‘ is the Hessian flow satisfying:
D W h 1
S f -  =  <  Hess(h)(W,h) , - > *  .
Therefore e i ,A <j> =  E<f>(Wth) for bounded 1-form <t>. Se«‘ [26] for a proof. 
Hence e i 'A '0  is uniformly bounded in t in finite intervals. Apply part 3 of 
theorem 6.4.1 and lemma 5.3.4, we get the conclusion. End of the proof. H
Note also if h =  0(use \V, for VP/1), we may get more information on the 
heat semigroup:
|ei,AV| < E\t\2E\W,\2
< e ic,Pr ( |^ |a).
But Pi has the Co property if Ricci is bounded from below. Thus eJ,Af,fli(.r) 
converges to zero uniformly in t in finite intervals as x goes to infinity.
For more discussions on ralations between the Ricci flow and the deriva­
tive flow, see [29].
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The following result does not assume completeness. It is interesting since 
it does not assume any condition on the heat semigroup either. In fact this is 
used in the next chapter to get a nonexplosion result. See proposition 7.2.2.
Proposition  6.4.3 Let p > 1. take, q to be the conjugate number to p: j- -f 
j  =  1. Then bP, is a Lp semigroup, if for each t > 0:
sup£(|r,F,|, Xi<t) <  <»• (6.5)
Also if there in a number a > 0 nuch that:
sup sup E(\TZF ,|*x.«) =  c < oo. (6.6)
* < a  M
and. the map t ►-* |T,F||x«<i is continuous into L'‘(U, T , P) at t =  0 for each 
jt, then b Pt in a strongly continuous L1’ semigroup.
Furthermore, if also linv-o supr€JW E  (|7'rF||xi<i) = 1 , then bP, is a strongly 
continuous semigroup in LT for p <  r <  oo.
P roof: Take a 1-form <t> 6 Lv. Then
j  \bP,4,\-ehds < ¡ E  (E|r,F,|*x,<t)? ehdx
< (snp E\T,F,\'x,<() P~' J  E *hdx
= (sup£|r,F,|*x««) J  \4>\pxrhdx.
The last equality comes from the fart that ehdx is the invariant measure for 
F(. So we have showed bP,<p is in L’’ .
To show the strong continuity of bP, in f, we only need to prove bP,<t> 
is continuous for 4> in Cj^ hy the uniform boundedness principle)sec PH„ in
[22]).
Take 4> 6 CJ?. First we have pointwise continuity from the Lv continuity 
of |rfl|x.<«:
jhn|£^(T,F,(n0))xi«  -  ¿(*)(wo))|* = 0
10(1
for all x in M  and v0 € TXM.
Next we show fiP,<f> converges to 0 in Lp(M ,ehdx). Let t < a, then 
IE(4>(TxF,)xt<() Ip <  E  (|<A|?-,(x)X:«<) sup sup (E(|r,fi|*x,<t))S
v v ’  '  t<a x € M
= ^  (H pf,<,>X'«) •
By the invariance property, we also have:
JM E  (l^ lfi(.)X ««) ehdx =  \</>\pehdx.
But
\bP,4>-<t>\p < cp\fiPl4>\p +  Cp\<t>\p
<  r f  cp£  (|0|£l(, ,* » < { )  +  fP\<t>\p.
Here cv is a constant. For the last term we may change order of taking 
expectation and taking limit in t. Thus by a standard comparison theorem, 
we have:
lim /  |t>Pt<t> -  0 |pehdx =  (  Jim |F0(u»)Xi« -  4>\pt hdx.
So f>Pt4> converges to <j> in Lp.
Finally notice with the last assumption, we can prove that (tP, is a strongly 
continuous semigroup both on Lp and L *. It is a L°° semigroup since for 
0 €
\bP,<t>\L™ <  sup F|rrFt\i«||0|i,'».xeM
Its strong continuity comes from the last assumption.
By the Riesz-Thoriu interpolation theorem bPt is a semigroup on Lr for 
p <  r <  oo . Furthermore:
Jim f  |bP,<t> -  0|re*da: < Jim f  \bP,4> -  <t>\v \bP,<j> -  <t>\rL~Jehdx =  0.
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End of the Proof.
Rem ark: This proof works whenever there is an invariant measure for F,.
C orollary 6.4.4 For a gradient Brownian system with drift V/i, we have
bP,<t> =  ei'*'’1' <t>
for <t> 6 Cff if for all t and some constant a >  0
sup£|T'rF,|2x,<f < oo,
M
supsupF|rxF,|2y<<t < oo,
8 < a  M
and the map t i—» |7VF(|xt<{ is continuous into L2(il, T . P ).
In particular the conditions hold if there is a number 6 >  0 such that for 
all t:
supsupF|rxF,r2+% ,<i(x) < oo. (6.7)
»<< M
P roof: From proposition 6.3.6, the semigroup bP, has generator  ^A 1' for 
gradient system on C¡?. The result follows from theorem 1.4.1 on page 18.
Recall we defined H,, for gradient h-Brownian system (section 5.3) as 
follows:
//,,(»>, v )  = — Ric(t), t>) + 2 < Hess(/i)(t>), v  >
+ M * V ) l f c . s  +
Following Strirhartz, we discuss the Lp boundedness of heat semigroups 
for forms:
C orollary 6.4.5 Let XI be a complete Riemannian manifold with Ricci- 
2Hess(h) bounded from below. Suppose there are constants k and b > 0 
such that
H ]+t( v , v )  <  f c | | t /| 3 .
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Then e !16* is D‘ bounded uniformly in t in finite intervals [0, T], for all p 
between an(i infinity.
P roo f: Consider a gradient Brownian system with generator j A 7'. It has no 
explosion if Ricci-2Hess(h) is bounded from below [5]. Let <f> 6 C£\ corollary 
G.4.2 on page 99 gives us:
e i ,AV  =  E<t>(vt).
Let a  =  L±£ be the conjugate number to 1 +  6. We have:
f  \E<t>(TF,)\aehdx < f  E\<t>\a(E\TF,\'+t^ehdr 
J M J M
<  sup sup (£|rrF ,r+i) i (|0 |t-)" . 
t<T x  v 7
However supf<7 supM E\TrFt\x+6 < oo if H\+6(v,v) < k\v |'2 as in section 5.3. 
Thus the Lp boundedness. ■
Next we consider the Lp contractivity of heat semigroups (see page 18 for 
definition). Define bP,<t> for k forms as follows:
6Pt<t>(v'0.......v*) = E<t>(TF,(v'0)........rF,(«>5) )x .« . (6.8)
Leiuiiia 6.4.6 Consider a Brownian system with drift. V/i on a complete 
Riemannian manifold. Suppose bPt<j> =  e^'^' (p for k forms rj> 6 L™. I f  there 
is a constant A > 0 such that
sup£;|rJF(y(<<(x)|*(,+4) < 1 ,
X
Then the heatsemiyroup on k forms is contractive on L1’ (on L2 fl Lp),
for p between and oo.
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P roof: Let <t> € Cj?. By the argument in the proof of the last corollary, we 
have
^  H Li^i-
On the other hand we have, for <t> g L™:
|ei'A
Thus es 'A is both L~$~ and contractive by the uniform boundedness 
principle. Finally we apply the Reisz-Thorin interpolation theorem to get 
the recpiired result. ■
Let M  be a compact manifold. Then 6P,<t> = et,AM <t> for closed C 1 1-form 
<t>, and fiPi =  e>lA for C 2 forms of all order if we are considering gradient 
systems. See [26] for detail. From this we have:
C orollary 6.4.7 Let M  be a corn-pact, manifold. Consider a gradient Brow­
nian system with generator 1 A . Then
(1) . The first real cohomology group vanishes if the Ricci curvature is 
positive definite at one point and there is a number 6 > 0 such that.
supE|r,F«|,+< < 1 
M
when t large.
(2) . The cohomology in dimension k vanishes for a manifold whose curva­
ture operator is positive definite at one point or for a 2-dimensional manifold 
which is not. flat if our gradient Brownian system satisfies
su|)E|rxF,t*(,+i» < 1.
when t large.
P roof: We apply the following theorem from [63]: Suppose the real coho­
mology in dimension k is not trivial, then the heat semigroup for k forms is 
not Lv contractive for p /  2 in the following cases:
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( 1 ) . n =  2 and the manifold is not flat.
(2) . k =  1 and the Ricci curvature is strictly positive at one point.
(3) . The curvature operator is positive definite at one point.
Note we have Lp coutractivity for some p /  2 from the assumption, thus 
finishing the proof. ■
Example:
Let M  =  S"(r) he the u-sphere of radius r in Rn+l. Then the second 
fundamental form o  is given hy: ax(u,t>) =  < u ,v >  x. The derivative
flow for the gradient Brownian motion on it satisfy:
E\V,\P =  Ivor + | j '  E \v.r>H p( v v . ) d s ,
and H,,(v, v) =  (p — r » )^ .  So
E\v,\” =
See El worthy [26], Thus
sup E\TzFt\r <  e^H ^',
M
which is less or <'(pial to 1 , when t hig if p <  n. The above corollary confirms 
that the kth cohomology vanishes for the n-sphere if k < n. However note 
that the n11' cohomoloy of the sphere does not vanish.
We’ll come hack to this topic in the next chapter.
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Chapter 7
Consequences of moment 
stability
7.1 Introduction
In tlw first section, we will show the first homotopy group vanishes if the 
Brownian motion on M  is strongly moment stable and satisfies certain reg­
ularity conditions, as for compact manifolds in [27], Also interesting here 
is the result on finite h-volume of the manifold. In section 2, we look at 
the existence of harmonic functions and at cohomology given strong moment 
stability.
7.2 Geometric consequences and vanishing
of 7Ti(M)
We shall first show if the heat semigroup for 1-forms is "continuous” on L™, 
then the h-Brownian motion on M  has no explosion. In the following lemma 
we only used pointwise conditions, improving a result of Bakry [5] proved by
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essentially the same method.
Lem ma 7.2.1 Let M  be a complete Riemannian manifold. Assume there is 
a point x0 € M  with a neighbourhood U such that for each x € U there is a 
constant Ct(x) with the following property:
< c ,(x m u
for f  6 C® and t <  t0. Here t0 is a positive constant. Then the h-Brownian 
motion does not explode.
P roof: Let h„ he an increasing sequence in C® such that lim,,-.,*, h„ —* 1, 
0 < h„ < 1, and |Vfi„| < ±. Such a sequence exists as shown in the appendix.
Then e i 'A /i„(x) —> e i 'A,T (x) for each x, since e i h„ =  P,hn and hy the 
hounded convergence theorem. Here ea'A,T is defined as in theorem 1.6.1. 
By Schauder type estimate as in the appendix, we have:
d e l '^ h ^ x )  -*  d(ei‘* hl)(x ) 
for all x in M. However for t <  t„, and x 6 U
Idei'^M*)! = |e*‘AM(dM|,
< C,(x)\dhn\„ < -  0.n
Thus d{fk,^h 1 )(x) =  0 around x0. So
=  0.
This gives: r i ,A" l(x 0) = 1, for t <  t0. But P ,l(x0) =  e i ‘A*l(x0) from 
proposition 6.2 .1 . Thus Plol(x 0) =  P {/0 < {(.To)} =  1. Consequently 
P<1 =  1 for all t. Next we notice Brownian motion does not explode if it 
does not explode at one point. The proof is finished. ■
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Proposition 7.2.2 Consider a h-Brownian motion on a complete Rieman-
nian manifold. Assume there is a point x0 € M  and a neighbourhood U of 
x 0 such that: E (¡TTFtlxi<() < ° °  for  all x 6 V and t < t0. Here t0 >  0 is a 
constant. Then P, 1 =  1 if dP ,f =  (6P,)(df) for f  e C% .
P roof: This is a dirert consequence of lemma 6.3.4 and the lemma above.
■
Note: If d P ,f =  (f)P,)(df) for /  with both /  and df bounded, then set 
/  =  1, the same argument in lemma 7.2.1 shows P,1  =  1 .
The proposition above indicates there is not much point to discuss the 
possibility of dPt =  (6Pt)d when there is explosion. From this there also arises 
an interesting question, which we have not answered yet: If E ( ¡TF,!\,<() < 
oc for t <  to, does it hold for all <?
C orollary 7.2.3 Let (X ,A ) be a gradient s.d.s. with generator l A fc. Then 
it has no explosion if its derivative, flow TF, satisfies the. following conditions:
1. For each t > 0,
Note that the conditions in the corollary can be checked in terms of the 
extrinsic curvatures of the manifold (see section 5.3). Tims this gives us a 
result on nonrxplosion of the Brownian motionfnot necessarily gradient) on
sup E\TxFt\2\t<(^) <  oo
M
2. There is a number a > 0 such, that:
• <a t£M
.V. The. map t —> \TjF,\Vk <(j-) is continuous into IF, P).
P roof: This comes from proposition 7.2.2 and corollary 6.4.4.
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M . However it is not clear that this improves Bakry's result: there is no 
explosion if Rirci-Hess(h) is bounded from below.
Following Bakry [5], we get a finite volume result:
T heorem  7.2.4 Let M  be a complete Riemannian manifold. Assume the 
s.d.s. has generator ¿ A h and for each t >  0 and each compact set K  we
have:
(1). dP ,f =  (6P,)(d f). for f  € C .
(*)•
f  sup E\TxF .\ ,<t\ds <  oo.
•'O igA’
Then the h-volume of the manifold is finite.
P roof: Let /  g Cf? with nonempty support K . Then lim»-,«, P(/  exists 
in L1 and is h-harmonir: A ^ lim ,—«, P ,f)  =  0. This comes from the self- 
adjoiutuess of A 1' and an application of the spectral theorem. Let P ^ f  be 
the limit, then V ( P * / )  =  0. So P ^ f  must be a constant.
Assume h-vol(M) =  oo, then P ^ f  must be zero. We will prove this is 
impossible. Take g g CjJ?, then:
/  ( P o o f -  f)<jeh dx =  lira /  ( P , f -  f )g e h dx.
JM  * *  JM
But
I  (P ,f  ~ f )g r hdx =  /  ( / '  ^ -P .fd s )g e kdx 
JM J m  Jo Us
-  \ X  ( * > * )  *  -  \ J ‘ i  <
=  \ r  f  < t *  '(df),dg > ehdxds =  \ f  j  <  df, P^'(dg) > ehdxds 
£ JO JM z  Jo J m
= \ . i L  < <lf- p- '(dg) > <hdxds
since A '1'1 is self-adjoint and so the dual semigroup (P/*’1) * equals P/1,1.
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Next note the stochastic dynamical system is complete under the assump­
tion from proposition 7.2.2. Let
C. =  sup£(|7’,F.|).
t6 K
Thus
I [  (P ,f  ~  f )g e hdx\ <
J M
<
<
\ f o j K |V/|£ (17^.1) |V g W 'd x d s
( £ c . d , ) J K \ V fW *  
^ I V i /U lv /u . I ' c .d * .
Let g — h„, we get:
| f j P J  -  f )h n ehdz| <  ^-|V/|L, [ '  C.ds -> 0.
JM ¿n Jo
But lim«-.«, JM( —fh n)ehdx =  -  fM f r hdx, from \fhn\ < |/| 6 V .  And we 
can choose a function /  £ Cj,“ with Sm f e hdx /  0. Thi s gives a contradiction. 
Thus the h-volume of M  must be finite. ■
C orollary  7.2.5 Let \l br. a complete Riemannian manifold. Assume the. 
generator is and there is no explosion. Then if for each x and t:
E sup |Tr FK | <  oo,
•<i
and for each compact set I\
f  sup E\TrF,\ds < oo,
A) A
the manifold has finite h-volume.
P roo f: By theorem 6.4.1, dP ,f =  fiPtf  under the assumption. Applying 
the above theorem, we get the conclusion. ■
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C oro lla ry  7.2.6 Let M be a non-compact complete Riemannian manifold 
with
Ric* > ------— T ün -  1 p(x y
for eaxh. x 6 M. Then if d (P ,f) =  (hP,)(df), (for Ft a Brownian motion 
on M  ), it cannot be strongly moment stable (defined on page I f ) . Here p 
denotes the distance function on M  from a fixed point O.
P ro o f: This is a direct application of the following theorem from [13]: The 
volume o f Af is infinite for noncompact manifolds with the above condition 
on the Ricci curvature. But by theorem 7.2.4 strong moment stability im­
plies finite volume. Note the Brownian motion here has no explosion by the 
example on page 57. ■
7.3 Vanishing of 7Ti(M)
T h e o re m  7.3.1 Let M  be a Riemannian manifold with its injectivity radius 
bigger than a positive number c. Assume we have an s.d.s. (X . A) on M  
which is strongly 1-complete( with C 2 coefficients), then the first homotopy 
group Ki(AI) vanishes if for each compact set K ,
lim sup E\TxFt\ =  0.
P roo f: Take o  to be a C* loop parametrized by arc length. Then F, o <r is a 
C 1 loop homotopic to <r by the strong 1-completeness. Let f(rr, ) denote the 
length o f  F,(it).
If we can show Ftotr is contractible to a point in M  with probability bigger 
than zero for some t > 0, then the theorem is proved from the definition: 
tti(A /) =  0 if every continuous loop is contractible to one point.
I l l
We have:
Et(tT,) = E £  \T.{t)Ft(&(s))\ds
<  / 0supE|r„(. )F,|.
a
Thus
(lhn E((er,) =  0.
Take <0 such that E((<t,0) <  ^. Then f(tr,0) <  5 with probability bigger than 
zero. For such u> wth f(rr,0)(ui) <  j ,  Flo o er(u>) is contained in a geodesic 
ball with radius smaller than ^c. Since the geodesic ball is diffeomorphic to 
a ball in /?", it is contractible to one point. Thus Ft0 • (t(u;) is contractible 
to one point for a set of u> with probability bigger than 0. This finished the 
proof. ■
T h eorem  7.3.2 Let M  be a complete Riemannian manifold. Consider a 
s.d.s. (.V, A) with, generator  ^A \  Suppose the s.d.s. is strongly 1-complete 
and satisfies dPtf  =  (hPi)(df ) for f  6 C * . Then the first homotopy group 
7T|(.\/) vanishes if
sup E\TrF,\dt <  (30.
P roo f: Let cr : [0, f0] —» M  be a C 1 loop parametrized by arc length. Then 
Ei o er is again a C 1 loop homotopic to a from the strong 1-completeness. 
Denote by its length.
We only need to show F,er(oj) is contractible to one point for some u> and 
for some t.
First we claim there is a sequence of numbers { t j } converging to infinity 
such that:
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Since:
E l  K ) - * 0 . (7.1)
[ "  Et(<r,)dt =  r  E \T^)F,\dsdt
Jo Jo Jo
=  r  E\T.{. )Ft\d*dt
Jo Jo
<  lo (  sup E\T„i,\F,\dt < oo.
Jo M
So Inn,—  ^Et(fft) =  0, giving (7.1). Therefore ) —» 0 in probability.
Let m =  chdx be the normalized invariant measure on M  for the process. 
Let K  be a compact set in M  containing the image set of the loop <r and 
which has measure m(A') > 0. Let a > 0 be the infimum over x € K  of the 
injectivity radius at x .
By (7.1), there is a number N  such that for j  > N,
Note h-vol(M) < oo by theorem 7.2.4, the ergodic theorem (see chapter 3) 
gives:
hm P {F ,(x )  G A'} =  m (K )
for all x  € A/.
Take a point x  in the image o f the loop <r. There exists a number N\ such 
that if j  > jVj, then:
Thus
?{?(<*»,) < ^a,Ftj(x) € A'}
= r (F ,i (x) e A '} -  P [F tl(x )  € A', l(tTtj) > i « }
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> /»{«,(*) € A'} -  P{t(<rtj) > ±a}
> m { K ) .4
But by the definition of the injectivity radius, there is a coordinate chart 
containing a geodesic ball of radius 2 around FtJ(x). So the whole loop 
Ftj orr is contained in the same chart with probability >  'J^l (for t big), thus 
contractible to one point. ■
C orollary 7.3.3 Let M  be a complete Riemannian manifold. Assume non­
explosion for the h-DM. I f  E (sup.<, |TXF,|) < 00 and
rJo sup E\TTF,\dt <  00x €A'
for every compact set A', then we have n ,{M ) =  0.
In particular if E (sup,<( |T"jFa 11 < 00 then F. cannot he strongly moment 
stähle given nonexplosion unless M is simply connected.
P roof: Apply theorem 5.2.4, theorem G.4.1, and the theorem above.
C orollary 7.3.4 Let M he a complete Riemannian manifold o f finite h- 
volume. Assume the h-Drowman motion on M  is strongly ¡-complete and
satisfies:
[  sup E\TrF,\dt < 00 
Jo t(K
for  each compact set A'. Then 7T|(M) =  {0 }.
P roo f: This comes from the proof of theorem 7.3.2.
Here is a corollary which generalizes a result of Elworthy and Rosenberg 
to uoncompact manifolds. Se«- [28].
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C orollary 7.3.5 Let M  be a complete Riemannian manifold. Suppose there 
is a h-Brownian system on M  such that |V.Y| is bounded and H i(v,v) < 
c2!*»!* for c 0. Then we have JT)(M) =  {0 }. In particular if M  is a 
submanifold o f R" , we have X\(AI) =  {0 } if its second fundamental form a 
is bounded, and H\(v,v) < —c2|t>|2. Here
Hp(v ,v ) =  — Ric(v,v) +  2 < H ess(h)(v),v >
*» m i
+  £  |V.V'(x)|2 + (P -  2) £  J p  < V X > ) ,  t, > 2
P roof: There is no explosion since Ricci-2Hess(h) is bounded from below 
from the assumptions. On the other hand H\+t> is bounded above since 
IVA'I is bounded and so d(P ,f) =  (bP,)(df) for /  in Cf?. See corollary 6.3.3. 
The result follows from theorem 7.3.2 since the s.d.s. is strongly moment 
stable from H i(t>, t>) <  —c2|r|2. The second part of the theorem follows 
from the fart that the sum of the last two terms in the formula for Hv is 
•)!«.>• +  (V ~  2) jTTfT k>(e, t»)|2 for gradient Brownian systems.
7.4 Vanishing of harmonic forms and coho­
mology
We come back to the discussion on cohomology vanishing of page 104 and 
aim to extend some o f the results in [26] on cohomology vanishing given 
moment stability to noncompart manifolds. See [33],[26].
Let iV ) be the space of C oc' smooth p forms on A/. A p-form <t> is 
closed if <l(j> =  0, exact if <t> = dt/< for some p-1 form 0. Here d is the exterior 
differentiation defined in section 1.5. A h-harmonic form is a form with 
A h<t> = 0. The /<"' de Rham cohomology group Hv( M. R) is defined to be the 
quotient group of the group of smooth closed p forms by the group of C"*
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exact forms:
Ker (d : C °°(ilp) -> C00(n ''+I))
Im(rf : CootilP- ')  - »  C ~ ( f tp)) '
There is also the cohomology group (A/, 7?) with compart supports:
_  Ker (d : C£?(flp) -*C £?(ilp+1))
= Im ( if : Ck (SIp~' ) —>
Let h be a smooth function. There is the Hodge decomposition 
theorem( see page 33):
Lan " =  M ^ ) © I m ( d )  © f l (H).
Let (j> be a form with d<p =  0 and decomposition: <t> =  a  +  / i  +  H<j>. Here 
o  6 Im (i) and fi 6 Im(rf). Then o  =  0 since dm =  0 by dfi =  0 and
d(H<t>) =  0.
Thus we have the Hodge’s theorem: every cohomology class has a unique 
harmonic representative if Im(d) is closed, in particular: the dimension of 
Hr(M , /?), as a linear space, equals the dimension of the space of h-harmonic 
L2 p— forms when d has closed range.
The vanishing problem have been studied by conventional methods by e.g. 
Yau [67]. The problem has been considered in a probabilistic context, see 
e.g. Vauthicr [66], Elworthy and Rosenberg [33],[34]. The idea we are using 
here is that the probabilistic semigroup f)Pt on forms often agrees with the 
heat semigroup (see chapter 6 ). Thus the existence of harmonic forms is di­
rectly related to the behaviour of diffusion processes and their derivatives. In 
the following we follow Elworthy and Rosenberg’s approach to get vanishing 
results for harmonic 1-forms. But we use fiP, instead of the standard proba­
bilistic formula obtained from the Weitzenbock formula. However we do not 
intend to include all the possible results in this thesis, but only demonstrate 
th«' idea. A second theorem we give here follows from an approach of Elwor­
thy [27]. This approach uses integration of p-forms along singular p-simplices 
and fits very well with our definition of strong p-completeness.
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Proposition  7.4.1 Let M be. a complete Riemannian m.anifold, consider a 
s.d.s. with generator j A ,‘ .
(1) . Assume e ,^A' ' 1 <f> =  bPt4> for closed 1-forms <t> € Lq. Let p be the 
conjugate number to q. Then there are no nonzero Lp h-harmonic 1-forms,
if
lim j  log sup £(|^;rF(|Xl«),  <  0. (7.2)1—00 t  x € A f
(2) . Assume =  bPt<i> for closed bounded 1-forms <j>. Then there
are no bounded h-harmonic 1 -forms if for each x  € M
lim 7 log !*,<<) < 0. (7.3)l —*oo l
P roof: (1). We have nonexplosion and finite volume in the first case ac­
cording to the nonexplosion result on page 108. Let <j> be a nonzero har­
monic p-form in Lv. Then there is a point x0 6 M  with 4>ixo) ^ 0. Thus 
/  \<t>\px f''dx > 0 by continuity. So
0 =  lim -  log [  \<t>\Xehdx 
l — ac t  J
= Urn | log J  \bP,<t>\p ehdx 
=  lim 7  log f  \E<f>(TxFt)\p ehdx
< Um -t log J  E\^Fr(t) (E \T ,F ,n ‘  ehdx
<  lim 7 log sup (E\Tr F,\")Li + lim j  log f  E\<f>\ph. ( )chdx
< lim - 7  log sup E\TrF,\q +  lim 7 log /  \<t>\pehdx.1— q t Z£\i 1—<» t J
But f  \<b\pehdx <  00, giving a contradiction.
(2). The proof of the second part is just as before. First note we have 
nonexplosion. Let <j> be- a closed bounded harmonic 1-form. Let x0 € M  with 
Haa /  0. Then:
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(I = lim y log |</>(x0)| =  lim i  log |ei,A'"  4>(x0)\I—»OO l 1—*00 l
=  lim jlE ^ (T T0Fl)ll —*00 j
< lim y log l^looE(|7V0F(|)r—*00 f
< lim i  log E\TI0Ft\.r—*00 1
But this is impossible from the assumption. End of the proof. ■
Rem arks (1). Let p < 2. Assume ( 7.2). Then 6Pt =  e i '^*'1 on Cff 
implies fiP/ = e i ' ^* ' on Lp. Since in this case q = > p, so 6Pt is a
strongly continuous Lp semigroup from proposition 6.4.3. We may then 
apply uniform boundedness principle.
(2). If we know that M  has finite h-volume to start with, then all bounded 
harmonic 1 -forms vanishes if E (sup.<,\TxF,\) <  0 and if F, is strongly mo­
ment stable from theorem 5.2.4.
Following Elworthy [27] for the compact case, we have the following the­
orem:
Theorem  7.4.2 Let M  br. a Riemanntan manifold and assume there is a 
strongly p-complete s.d.s. with strong p"'-moment stability. Then all bounded 
closed p-forms are exact. In particular the natural map from //][ ( M. II) to 
/?) is trivial.
P roof: Let cr be a singular p-simplex, and <t> a bounded closed p-form. We 
shall not distinguish a singular simplex map from its image. Denote by Ff<t> 
the pull bark of the form 0 and (Ft).tr =  Ft o n . Then
I  <t> = f  (F,Y<t>
•I (Ft).« J<r
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by definition. But (Ft).a  is homotopic to a from the strong p-completeness. 
Thus:
/  <t> =  I  <t>.j<r J(F,).o
This gives:
f S - J w * .
Take expectations of both sides to obtain:
E\ [  <t>\ =  lim E\ [ (F ,)’ <t>\J  <r t—*oo Jff
<  |«AU lim /  E\TF,\>t—oo Jf,
< \<t>\x  lim m V E\TFl\p
l—oc x e „
=  0
from the strong j fh moment stability. Thus f„<t> =  0, and so <t> is exact by 
deRham's theorem. ■
C orollary 7.4.3 Let. M  be a complete Riemannian manifold. Assume there 
is a complete s.d.s. on M  with strong p,h moment stability and satisfying 
suPx6A E  (sup.<, |rTF.|''+l) < oo for  each compact set A*. Then all bounded 
closed p-forms are exact. In particular Suppose M is a closed submanifold of 
R"‘ with its second fundamental form  bounded. Then if H ,,(v,v) <  — c-'*111>|2 
for some constant c, then the conclusion holds. Here H,, is as defined on page 
85:
H,,(v,v) =  — Ric(t>,v) +  2 < ffess(h)(v),v >
+ M W. + (P ~  2 )|^|o(v, w)|a.
P roof: Direct applications of the above theorem and theorem 5.2.6.
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7.5 Examples
Exam ple 1 Let M  =  R", h(x) =  — |x|2. Then h-vol(R ") <  oo. Furthermore 
we have:
H t(v ,v )  =  2 < Hess(/i)(e),v  > = —2|u|2.
Thus the s.d.s. on R":
dxt = (IDi — Vh(xi)dt =  dBt — 2 x,dt 
is strongly complete and strongly pth moment stable.
Exam ple 2 Let B } , B f be independent Brownian motions on /? '. Then
= (x +  f  eB*~tdB],yeB'~i)
Jo
is a Brownian flow’ on the hyperbolic space H l . It is strongly complete and 
satisfies:
E sup |7VF„| <  oo.
a<<
So t>Pi<f> =  c i ,A <t> for bounded 1-forms. Thus this Brownian system on H l is 
not strongly moment stable since H 2 has infinite volume(c.f. theorem 7.3.2).
Exam ple 3 Consider the Langevin equation on R2:
dxt = 7 dBt — cx,dt.
Here 7 and c are constants. The solution can bo written down explicitly:
x, =  x0e-rt +  7 f  e - r" - »  dB..
Jo
It has Gaussian distribution and generator jA *  for li — — and has no 
explosion. Its derivative flow is given by:
TF,(v) =  e -r ,t>
and enjoys the following properties:
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1.
sup E ^sup |r,F,|aJ =
2. Strong 1-completeness from theorem 5.2.4,
3.
d{P ,f) =  (6P,)(df) 
for /  £ Cf? from theorem 6.3.1,
4.
sure, since h-vol(/?") < oo.
If we consider the same equation on M  =  R2 — {0} instead of on R2, then all 
the properties hold except for the strong 1 -completeness as shall be shown 
below.
Clearly part 1 and part 4 hold. The solution is recurrent on R2 — { 0 } 
since it is recurrent on R2. Furthermore rhd.r is still the invariant measure 
since R2 — { 0 } has negligible boundary and from the completeness of the 
s.d.e. on R2 — {0}.  With these the conclusion of proposition 3.0.5 certainly 
holds.
Suppose the process is strongly 1-complete. The ergodic property gives us 
— {0} from the proof of the theorem 7.3.2 and part 4 of the properties. 
This is a contradiction. Tims we do not have the strong 1-completeness.
Finally part 3 holds since on R2 — {0}, (6Pt){df)(v) =  Edf(v) and 
P tf(s )  =  E f(.r  +  D,) as on R2.
are bounded. We will show that the Hyperboloid satisfies our hypothesis
5. The solution process is recurrent and has ehdx as finite invariant mea-
In the following we look at some surfaces whose second fundamental forms
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which imply tti(M)  = 0, and Brownian motions on both the torus and the 
cylinder cannot be strongly moment stable. First we recall the basic theory:
Let M  be a surface in R3 parametrized by j- = x(u, v). The unit normal 
vector fi is given by:
xM x x„
|X|| X Xw|
There is the shape operator S: TZM  —» TXM  given by:
S(v) = : - D , 4l.
Here D denotes the differentiation on R3. The second fundamental form 
II(u,v) = —l(ti,v)fi is given in terms of the shape operator 5 :
Let
l (u,v)  =  — < S(u),v > . (7.4)
 ^ ^ ^ f  --^ ^ ^  >
R  ^  "Tui ^  F  Zy, Xlt ^  G  J*|M X |t ^  .
There is then the Weiugarteu equation:
— ¿y'-I'/.; ru+ j&jJ fi x<’
- 5 ( x . )  =  f f c # . r u +
Exam ple 4 [Surface of revolution]
Consider the surface given by:
(cI(.s)cos0,C|(.s)sin0,c2(.s)).
For this surface:
E  =  h (*)]*, F  =  0, G = { h / ( . , ) ] J + M .s ) ]1} i ,
e =  — -$ d ± i± 2_ ,\^M’ +<•»'!>
/  = 0 ,
- c ,  '( • ) r J « (» )+ r 1 » ( .) r ,/ ( .)
.......... I3 +[<V < .)P
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So
Here
(«)-(*.' ¿ H i ) -
K t = ^  =
-c-il(s)
E  C l ( i ) ^ [ c i , ] * +  [ c j /] *
A - _  £  _  - n l ( « +  r t t l ( s ) r 2HM)
G y/faH*)]2 +  [c2/(s)]a
The normal vector is:
r j / cos 6 Cj/ sin 0 C|/
v/M M M 7 \Ziri,I2 + s/\ci'Y + M 2
Exam ple 4a [The Hyperboloid] 
We will show the surface
z2 -  (x2 +  y2) =  1
satisfies the conditions of theorem 5.3.6 and theorem 7.3.2. Consider the 
following parametrization: (a cos 0. s sin 0. V *2 + 1 )-
...=
The unit normal vector is:
•s cos 0 a cos 0 s/ 1  -f a2
~ ^ 1  + 2.s2 ’ 7 l +  2.s2 ' ~ V l +  2* 2
Also the Ricci curvature is given by: Ricci(e) =  K\ /\T*|t>|a, while K\ = 
~ ' v^"2 =  ~ y iI 1.11  ’ Clearly the second fundamental form is bounded,
thus the Brownian motion on the surface is strongly complete. Next we 
construct a Brownian motion with drift which is strongly moment stable and 
thus verify nt(M ) =  0.
According to section 5.3:
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< V X ' ( v ) , v >  = < Az(v, < e , ,  ft >  fi),v >
= -  <  e,,/i > l(v ,v).
Let ft =  —r|.r|2. Let gradft and Hess (ft) denote the gradient and the 
Hessian of ft in R3 respectively. Then for x =  (z i,X 2,x 3) 6 M ,
< Hess(ft)(e), v > < V.Y(t>)(gradft), v > +  < Hessft(e), n > 
-2 c  < V X (v ) (x ) ,v >  —2c|t>|2
3
- 2r ^ x ,  < e „ /i  > l(v ,v ) -  2c|t>|2 
2c
/( t>, v) — 2c|i>f . 
n/1 +  2s2 1 1 1
So
< Hess(ft)(u), v > =  -^====/(t> , v) -  2c|v|2.
Since / (v,v) is negative and bounded, we may choose c big such that
Ht(v,v) = —Ric(v,t>) + |/(w,-)|* -  + 2 < Hess(ft)(v),v >
= -A'.A'aH* + |/(u, )|J -  V) ~ 4C|H2
< -M*.
The system with the chosen drift is then strongly moment stable, so satisfies 
the conditions of theorem 7.3.2.
Exam ple 4b The- torus given by
((fl +  ft cos v) cos u, (a +  fccos u) sin u, fcsin u) 
has: E =  (a + ft cos u)2, A =  0, G =  ft2, e =  cos u(n ■+■ fccos u), /  = 0,
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9 =  b, A) =  — „ , and K -2 =  — So the Brownian motion here is
strongly complete, but it cannot be strongly moment stable since ir\(M) / 0. 
In fact for n =  6 =  -J., the first moment is identically 1 as calculated, e.g. in 
[26].
Exam ple 4c The cylinder S 1 x ( — oo, oo) parametrized by (cos 8, sin 8, s) has 
A i =  — 1 and Ki =  0. The normal vector is:
ft =  (cos 8, sin 8, 0).
As for torus, the Brownian motion here is strongly complete but not strongly 
moment stable. To convince ourself we will try to add a drift as for the 
Hyperboloid. Let h =  —c|x|2. Then
< Hess(fi)(e), v > =  — 2rl(v, v) — 2c|t)|2
=  2c|u1|a — 2c|w|J =  —2c|wj|*.
Here v =  (ui, t>j). Now
H i(v ,v ) =  vj(-
A " f  +  Vf
Clearly tin- same argument does not work.
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Chapter 8
Formulae for the derivatives of 
the solutions of the heat 
equations
8.1 Introduction
hi chapter 6, we examined carefully bP, and the heat semigroup e » ' for one 
forms, and obtained some conditions to ensure bP, =  ' .  In fart wc* may
expect more once we know bP, does agree with e i ,A<' 1. The semigroup e i* ^ '1 
can be given in terms of the line integral 8.1 and a martingale, following from 
Elworthy [26] for compact manifolds. In particular we have a formula for the 
gradient of the logarithm of the heat kernel, extending Bismut’s formula [8]. 
See [16] for an infinite dimensional version of the formulae by Da Prato, 
Elworthy, and Zabczyk. See also Norris [57] for another approach.
The discussions for one forms also work well for higher order forms. We 
define bP, for q forms as on page 103, anil look briefly the relation between 
bPi and the heat semigroup c i IA for q forms. In the end we give a formula 
for the exterior derivative of in terms of the derivative flow of a h-
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Brownian motion and <i> itself.
In the following we write P/‘<i =  e i 'A'’ <f>. If <f> is a q-form, we may use 
P,ll q(t> instead of P,ll<t>.
8.2 For 1-forms
Let <b be a 1-form, we define /„' <j> o dx, to be the line integral of <f> along 
Brownian paths as in [26]:
Here is the formula for 1-form, which is a direct extension of the formula 
in [26] for compart manifolds:
Proposition 8 .2 . 1  Let (X , A ) be. a complete. C* stochastic dynamical system 
on a complete Riemannian manifold M  with generator ^A,‘ . Suppose for  
closed 1-form <t> in D (A h) (~l L°°,
and for each x Ç A/,
Then
for all it0 € TmoM .
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(8.3)
Proof: Following the proof for a compact manifold as in [26]. Let
=  - 5  f  P ?(6h<t>)ds.
Z Jo
Differentiate equation 8.3 to get:
We also have:
d(Q,<t>) =  - 5  / ' d6\P?<t>)ds z Jo
-  \ £ * < * * »
=  P,h4>-4>
since d(ih(P'<t>) — P^ ‘ (dSh<f>) is uniformly continuous in a and
d(P?J>) =  P';d4> =  0
from proposition 2.3.1. Consequently:
A  h(Q,(<t>)) =  -P ,h(6h<t>)+fih4>.
Apply Ito formula to (<,.r) >—* Qf-t<l>(x), which is smooth because p':<t> is, to 
get:
Qr-t<i>(xt) Qt4>(xo) +  f  d(Qr-.<t>)(X(x.)dD.)
Jo
+ 5 /  A '‘Q r-.<t>(x.)da +  f  ^-Qr-.<t>(x.)da 
Z Jo Jo Us
Qt4>(x0) +  /' P $ _ .(* )(X (x .)d B .) -  f'<t>odx..
Jo Jo
Let t =  T. We obtain:
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But
E j '  Pt-M TF.(v0))ds = J '  EP^_,<t>(TF,(v0))ds. (8.4)
Sin«»* by Fubiui’s theorem we only need to show E Pf_.<t>(T F.(v0)) is inte- 
grable with respect to the double integral:
/ ' E\P}_.<t>(TF.(v0))\ds < I4 U  ( ‘ E\TFT(t’o)\d.t < oo.
•'O Jo
Next notice:
E {P j.M (T F .(v o )) )  =  E<t>(TFr ( v0)) = PtMvo). 
from the strong Markov property. We get:
Pr'<f>("o) = f E { j \ o  dr. j ‘  < XdD.y TF.(va) >
End of the proof. ■
Remark: If we assume sup, E\Tr Fi\l <  oo for each t in the proposition, we 
do not need to assume <)> g . Since first we have f>Pi<)> =  e i ,A*<f> for such 
<t> by the uniform boundedness principle and also equation ( 8.4 ) holds from 
the following argument:
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I '  E\P^_J(TF.(v))\ds 
Jo
= l '  E\{E{<t>(TF.,T)\?.)(TF.(v))\ds
< f T E\4>(TFT(v))\ds 
Jo
< ■uP £|r.iv(»)|* E\d>\*FT(T)ds\
< T E  ( W k (x)) sup£|rxFT(«)|a < oo.
But Jm E\4\2Fr{lt)t hdx =  /  \<t>\2ehdx < oo. So E\4>\Ft(z) <  oo since E\<t>\2Fr.{x) 
— PT( |(^ |2)(x) is continuous in x. Thus we may still apply Fubiui’s theorem 
to get: ( 8.4).
When <t> =  df for some function / ,  formula 8.2 may he rewritten as:
d(P,hf ) (v 0) =  7 E f(x t) [ '  < T F .(vo ),X (x .)d B . >  . (8.5)
t Jo
In fact this works in a more general situations. Here is a a very intuitive 
proof by D. Elworthy and myself (let BC' be the space of bounded functions 
with bounded continuous first derivative):
T h eorem  8 .2.2  Let (X, A) be a complete nondegenerate stochastic dynam­
ical system so there, is a right inverse, map Y (x ) for X (x )  each, x in A/. Let 
f  be in BC' s.t. (6P,)(df) =  d (P ,f). Then for v0 6 T,0M :
<l(P,f)(v„) =  - E f ( x , )  / '  < d B .,Y (T F .(v0)) >  (8.0)
t Jo
provided fj  < dB .,Y (T t F,(v0)) > is a martingale, for all t. Here P ,f is a 
solution to jjjj =  I £  .Y'.Y1 + A with initial value f .
P ro o f: Let T > 0. Apply ltd formula to the smooth map ( t ,x )  ►-* PF_lf (x ) :
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PT- , f ( x , )  =  PTf ( x o) +  / '  dPT_ .f(x .)(X d B .).
JO
Letting t=T . we have:
f ( x T) =  P rf(xo ) +  f  dPT-.f (x .) (X d B .) .
Jo
So:
E f(x T) [ T < d B .,Y (T F .(v 0) ) >
Jo
=  E C  dPT- .f (T F .( v 0))ds
Jo
= E [ T(6P r-.)d f(T F .(v0))ds
Jo
= /  (SPT)df(v0)ds =  T d(PTf) (v 0).Jo
End of the proof. ■
Note J', E < iIB ,,Y {T tF.(v )) > is a martingale if
/ 'E | K (r xF.(n))|at/.s < oo.
Jo
In terms of the metric ou M  determined by V', this condition becomes:
[ '  E\T,F.\2da < oo.
Jo
C orollary 8 .2.3 Let r f (x ,y )  be the heat kernel as defined on paye 28, then
v l o g /!?(.,!,□)(*□) = E {\  f  (T F .)’ (X (x.)dB .)\x, =  ytl)
t Jo
under the assumptions of proposition 8.2 . 1 .
P roof: The proof is just as for compact case. See [26]. Let /  g CjJ3. 
Differentiate equation ( 1.10) on page 23 to obtain:
d(P l'f)(v0) =  /  < Vp!‘ ( - , y ) , v 0 > ,0 f (y ) e hdy.
J M
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Oil the other hand, we may rewrite equation ( 8.6) as follows:
<HP,hf)(vo) =  j MPt(x° 'y ) f ( v )E { \ [  < TF.(v0) ,X (x .)d B . > \x, =  y } e hdy 
Comparing the last two equations, we get:
V | f ( - ,y ) (*  o) = Pht (x0,y )E  { i  J ‘ TF;(XdB.)\x, =  j , }  .
Thus finished the proof. ■
R em ark: Assume J"0‘ E\Y(TrF.)\2ds < oo for each x 6 M. If formula ( 8.6) 
holds for /  € Cf? , it holds for /  £ Cg(M), the space of C 2 functions vanishing 
at infinity.
Proof: First assume /  positive. Take / „  in Cj? converging to / .  Then 
d(Ptfn) —> d(P ,f) by Schauder type estimate as in the appendix. The con­
vergence of the R.H.S. of the formula is also clear. Next take f  =  f  + — f~ ,
8.3 For higher order forms and gradient Brow­
nian systems
Let, n be a p form, /I a 1 form, the wedge of a and /? is a p +  1 form defined 
as follows ( following the notations from [1 ]):
p+i
("A /i) ( t> ’ ....... t>',+')  =  .......V*........«’P+')
The symbol“ here means that the item below it is omitted.
The exterior differentiation of a is given by: 
p+i
dn(vu . . . , v p+l) =  5 Z ( - l ) 2+lV o(v>)(tq ,...,t iJ ,...,i)p +1). (8.7)
>*1
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Let <t> be a q form. Let t>0 =  (t^ ,. . . ,  eg), v, =  (TF,(v£)....... rF ,(eg)). Anal­
ogously to the case of 1 -forms, we define:
(t>P,)4>(vo) = E<j)(v,)x,<(. ( 8.8)
Then by the argument in proposition 6.4.3, 6P, is a L2 semigroup if
Proposition  8.3.1 Let M  be. a complete Riemannian manifold. Let (.Y, A)
for bounded g-forrns t/>.
The proof is as in 6.4.1. Note a similar result holds for a gradient Brow­
nian system with a general drift. In fact we could have a parallel discussion 
of the properties of bP, for q forms as in chapter 6. We should also point 
out that as for 1-forms, extra conditions on TF, will give ( 8.9) for gradient 
systems, without assuming nonoxplosion(seo corollary 7.2.3 on page 108).
Given a q form 0 , we define a <y-l form as follows:
s u p ,  £ '( | T ,F ,| * » x t« )  <  o o .
be a complete gradient Brownian system on M  with generator and sat­
isfying:
Then
(¿P ,)0  = e i ,A,V (8.9)
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P roposition  8.3.2 Let (X ,A ) be a complete gradient Brownian system on 
a complete Riemannian manifold M  with generator j  A f‘ . Suppose for a q 
form  0  € D {A hq) D L°°,
(bP,)4> = ( 8 . 11)
and also for  each x in M ,
E [ '  \TzF,\2qds < oo. 
Jo
Then:
P/‘ V ( x 0) = ( - l ) ’ +1 y i :  f  o dx, A / '  < X (x .)d B .,T F .( )  >  . (8.12)
t Jo Jo
Proof: Let
Q , m  Vo) = - ~ J \ s hP ^ - ^ ) ( v 0)ds. (8.13)
Notice P,h'q(tl>) is smooth on [0, T] x M by elliptic regularity, so
j t Q ,W  =  -^ '• (P .V ) ,
<HQ,W) =  d6h(P ?U )ds,
6hQ,(il>) = f  6h6k(P^xl>)da = 0.
Z Jo
Moreover,
d ( Q ,m  = \ f  a hq(p 'r* )d s  = p/* v  -  V’.J yo
since A ,,', i/’ =  —dfi'‘ tl<. Therefore:
A ',', - '( i ? ((V>)) = - ^ ’ - ‘ ( ¿ V )  +  ¿ V .
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Next we apply Ito formula (see page 14) to v):
Qt- ,M v.) = QtM vo) +  V Q r -M X (x .)d B .) (v .)
+  f iQ T - .r H (d W -'(V X ()d B .))v .)
+  i  /o' A hQ T_.V-(u.)d.s +  / „ '& (QT-.)tHv.)dt-
From the calculations above we get:
Q t - M » , )  =  Q rt’ (vo) +  f  V Q T_ M X (x .)d B .)(v .)
Jo
+  / '  Q T-M (d/\)q- \ V X (  )dB .))v.)
Jo
+  \ (  6htl>(v.)ds.
1 Jo
Let 11 =  T, then Q r-t(4') — 0. By definition and the equality above, we have:
Jo 0 0 dx,(v.) =  Qr4’ (vo) +  \ Jo 4> (X (x ,)d B ,,v .)
+  Jo V Q T- . 4>(X (x.)dB .)(v .) (8.14)
+ J j  QT-.4>((d/\)'-'(VX( )dB .))v.).
We will calculate the expectation of each term of J(J t/’ °  dx, after wedging 
with /o < X (x ,)d B ,,T F .(-)  > ds. It turns out that the first term and the 
last term vanishes. The latter is from equation 1.2 for a gradient system on 
page 12 .
Take i>0 =  (t>i,. . . ,  t>3), write v\ =  T F .(v ’0).
Denote by w,(-) the linear map:
w.(-) =  (T F .(-)........T F .(-)).
Then
E / '  4’(X(x.)<lB,,u>,(-)) A / '  < X (x .)d B .,T F .(-)  > (u0) 
Jo Jo
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= ¿ ( - D M - i r ' E  [ \ ( v l ....... « ¡)d s
1=1 Jo
=  9 ( - i )*"'f  /  V»(t>,\...,i>;)ds
Jo
= ? ( - l ) ,+ 1 / 7 P ^ (v )d s .
Jo
The last step uses the assumption: /0‘ £ ,|7VF,|2, ii.s <  oo. Similar calculation
shows:
E { f  V Q T-.tl’ (X (* .)dB ,)(w .(-)) a / J  < X (x ,)d B ,, TF.(-) > } (r )
= ¿ ( - 1  )'-'E  / '  V(QT-.*)(v\)(v\ ,...h ...,v l)d s  
1=1 Jo
=  ( - l ) i+1 E j\ d (Q T..+))(v\.......,-J) da,
=  ( - 1 )'+' £  P ? ( P t -M ) - i l> )  (v)ds 
= (-1 ),+I [r ^ K » ) -  [ '  P^(v)d .s .
Jo
Comparing; these with 8.14, we have:
/ t v  =  ( - i r + ' ^ E j 1 tl> o dx, A f '  < X (x ,)d B .,T F .( )  > .
End of the proof. ■  Note: With an additional condition:
sup,eA/ £'|^rF,|2,, < oo, the formula in the above proposition holds for forms 
which is not necessarily bounded. See the remark on page 129.
C orollary R.3.3 Let tl< = <i<j> be a C l i/ form, then
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g-l
=  ( - l ) * +‘ }^ {^ (r F « (  ) , . . .  TF,(-)) 
A /„' < X (x .)d B „ T F ,(  ) > ) .
(8.15)
P roof: In this case,
t- i
/ V o  dx. =  -  [ '  d<t>(X(x,)dB,,T F. ( - ) , . T., TF.(-j)
Jo q Jo
q-\
+ i  [*  A h<f>(TF.(-), . . . ,T F .( ) )d s .
I Jo
There is also the following equality:
E So d<f,(X(x,)dB,, TF.(-)........TF.(-)) A J* < X (x .)d B „  TF.(-) >
= qE Jo V<t>(X(x,)dB,)TF ,( - ) , . . . , TF,(-)) A /„' <  X (x .)d B .,T F .(  ) > .
But by Ito formula,
<Hv,) =  4>(vo )  +  /o ' V4>(XdB.)(v.)
+ U A W .
Here i>( is the q -1 vector induced by TF, as is defined in the beginning of the
section. So
[ '  d<f> o dx. A f  <  X d B „ TF.(-) >
Jo Jo
1 - 1______
= E {M T F ,(-)S ..T F ,( i)/\ [ '  < X (x .)d B .,T F .( ) > } .
Jo
End of the proof. ■
This corollary ran also be proved directly as in theorem 8.2.2. The factor 
¡j in the formula may look odd, but it is due to that, the tensors concerned is 
not symmetric.
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Chapter 9 
Appendix
Lem m a 9.0.4 [5] Let M  be a complete Riemannian manifold. There exists 
an increasing sequence { h„ } C C ff such that:
(1) . 0 < h „ < l
(2 )  . linin^oo h„(x) =  1 , each x.
(S). |V/i„| < for all n.
P roof: This is standard result. Here’s a proof from [5], Let M  =  /? '. 
We may construct such a sequence { / „ }  as is well known. For a complete 
Riemanuiau manifold, there is a smooth function /  on M  such that 
|V/| < 1 and {|/| < A-} is compact for all numbers k. Let h„ =  f „  o f .  Then 
h„ is an increasing sequence and satisfies the requirements.
Schauder type estimates
Let M  be a smooth differential manifold. Let L be an elliptic differential 
operator on M . In local coordinates, we may write:
L = Y^a>i(x )
O2
0.r'0.rJ + £ M * ) ^  + c,
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Here (o,^ (x)) is symmetric positive definite n x n matrix for each x. The 
coefficients are assumed to be C 2.
Consider the following differential equation of parabolic type:
(9.1)
on a domain 11 C Z?,,+ l . A solution u to equation ( 9.1) is a function which is 
jointly continuous in (f,.r), C 2 in x  and C 1 in t for t > 0. A function which 
satisfies the above regularity will be said to be in C 2'1.
Let D  be a set of Z?"+1, define:
M ?i =  *nax(|u| +  |Dj.u| +  \D\u\ +  |£>,u|). (9.2)
T heorem  9.0.5 Let D br. a bounded domain in R ", D = D x (0,1), and u 
a C 2 ' solution to the parabolic equation. Let D\ be a subdomain of D with 
d(0D \.0D ) denoting the distance from the boundary o f D\ to the boundary 
of D. Then
l«l£i <  *m ax|u|.
Here k- is a constant depending only on the bounds o f (it J, dat J, db,, dc in D 
and d (0D \, OD).
See [36] P,i4 for reference. By standard argument in analysis on uniform 
convergence, we conclude (see [4] ami Pm, of [36]):
Let u„ be an increasing sequence of solutions of the parabolic equation 
( 9.1). Assume lim,i—.oo u„ =  u pointwise in D. Then u is also a solution and 
the convergence is in fact uniformly in C' on compact subset D, of D. Thus 
Dru„ —* ZJj.ii, and D,u„ —» D,u in D\.
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